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COEXISTENCE STATES AND GLOBAL ATTRACTIVITY
FOR SOME CONVECTIVE DIFFUSIVE

COMPETING SPECIES MODELS

JULIÁN LÓPEZ-GÓMEZ AND JOSÉ C. SABINA DE LIS

Abstract. In this paper we analyze the dynamics of a general competing species

model with diffusion and convection. Regarding the interaction coefficients be-

tween the species as continuation parameters, we obtain an almost complete

description of the structure and stability of the continuum of coexistence states.

We show that any asymptotically stable coexistence state lies in a global curve of

stable coexistence states and that Hopf bifurcations or secondary bifurcations

only may occur from unstable coexistence states. We also characterize whether

a semitrivial coexistence state or a coexistence state is a global attractor. The

techniques developed in this work can be applied to obtain generic properties

of general monotone dynamical systems.

Introduction

In this paper we analyze the existence, extinction, attractiveness, uniqueness

and structure of the coexistence states (componentwise positive solution cou-

ples) of the following nonlinear boundary value problem

diAu + ÔVu - í\(x)u = X¿2{x)u - a(x)u2 - b(x)uv
in Q,

0-1)       -di&v + pVv - rri\{x)v = pm.2{x)v - c(x)uv - d(x)v2

u = v = 0ondQ,

where Í! is a smooth bounded domain of E^ , N > 1, of class C2+v for some

v e (0, 1), [15], the diffusivities d\ and di are positive real numbers, the

convection coefficients ô and p are vectors of RN with constant entries and
the coefficients a(x), b(x), c(x), d(x), £¡(x), m¡(x), i= 1,2, belong to

Cv(£l) ; the space of Holder continuous functions in Q. with exponent v . We

assume that a{x), d(x), li{x) and mi(x) are positive in Q. and that b(x),

c(x) are nonnegative in Q. Throughout the paper we regard to X and ß as

control parameters. Model (1.1) provides us with the steady-state solutions to

the evolutionary problem
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(1.2)
du
— - diAu + SVu - l\{x)u = X¿2{x)u - a(x)u2 - b{x)uv

inQx[0,oo),

— - d2Av + pVv - m\(x)v = prri2{x)v - c(x)uv - d(x)v2

u = v = O on dQ x [0, oo) ,     (u(-,0), v(-,0)) - (uq, v0) , in £2.

Under these assumptions, (1.2) is a model for competing species inhabiting the

habitat Q; u(x), v(x) represent the population densities, c(x), d(x) describe

the limiting effects of crowding in each population, d\ , d2 are the population

diffusivities, ö, p take into account the external transport effects, and b{x),

c(x) are the interaction coefficients between the species. The growth rates,

i\(x) + X¿2(x) and m\{x) + pm2(x), are positive on favourable regions and

not positive on unfavourable ones. We are assuming that the habitat is fully sur-

rounded by inhospitable regions (homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions).

Besides (0,0), there are two types of component-wise nonnegative solution

couples. Namely, the semitrivial coexistence states (u, 0), u > 0, and (0, v),

v > 0, and the coexistence states (u, v), u , v > 0. Observe that if w > 0 is a
component of a solution couple of ( 1.1 ) it follows from the maximum principle

that w{x) > 0, x e Q, and |f (x) < 0, x edQ.
We now describe the results of this work and compare them with some

previous work in the references. Given d > 0, and q , h e Cv(£l) such

that h{x) > 0, x £ Q, o~\[d, q, h] will stand for the principal eigenvalue of

(-é/à + q)g> = ahf in Q subject to homogeneous Dirichlet boundary con-

ditions at the boundary.   To simplify the notation we shall denote q\{x) =

]$-*i(*), Qi(x) = ^ - mi(x), A(x) = a(x)e%, B(x) = b(x)e% , C(x) =
S.x P-x

c{x)e2d¡  and D(x) = d(x)e2d^ . The condition

(1.3) X>aiti=ai[di,qi,£2],    ß > Ci,2 = ox[d2, q2, m2] ,

is necessary for the existence of a coexistence state of (1.1) (cf. Theorem 3.1)

and so we shall impose it for the sequel. Then, (1.1) has two semitrivial coex-

istence states, denoted by (6^, 0) and (0, 6ß), and it follows from Theorem

3.1 that

(1.4) X>al[dl,ql+Bdß,l2\,     ß > ox[d2, q2 + C~dx, m2] ,

is sufficient for the existence of an asymptotically stable coexistence state. Con-

dition (1.4) holds provided \\b(x)e2d2 ||oo and \\c{x)e2^ \\^, are small enough.

This can be accomplished either fixing S, p and taking b, c with ^(x)!!^

and Hc^Hoo small, or fixing b(x), c{x) and playing around with the geometry

of Q and the convection vectors S , p. This result is well known in the con-

text of constant coefficients, [11]. Related results for some periodic-parabolic
models can be found in [17] and [22]. All those results extend the existence

theorem in [6]. In Theorem 3.4 we estimate the principal eigenvalues involved

in (1.4) and find some explicit sufficient conditions for (1.4) in terms of the
several coefficients in the setting of (1.1). Theorem 3.4 improves substantially

some previous results of [4], [5], [12], and [14]. Moreover, as no variational

characterization is used to get such estimates, Theorem 3.4 also holds for more

general settings, e.g., periodic-parabolic systems. Theorem 4.1 shows that under
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condition ( 1.4) if ( 1.1 ) has a unique coexistence state then it is a global attractor

for the solutions of (1.2) with positive initial data Uo > 0, v0 > 0 such that

uq = v0 = 0 on dQ,. This result is a substantial generalization of Theorem

4.1 of [6], which to the best of our knowledge is the only previous result. In

Section 5 we first compute some fixed point indices by using the abstract theory

developed in [1], [9] and [22] (cf. Theorem 5.1). Then, as a consequence of

such theory we show that

(1.5) X < ox[dx , qx + B~Öß , ¿2] ,     ß < 0\[d2, q2 + Cr?A, m2] ,

is sufficient for the existence of a coexistence state with index -1. So, gener-

ically unstable. The fixed point index also provides us with some multiplicity

results. Namely, if the following relation is satisfied

(1.6) (X - ax[dx, qx +B~eß, £2]) • (ß - ax[d2,q2 + CQX, m2]) > 0 ,

then (1.1) has an odd number of coexistence states (generically). Observe that

(1.6) holds if, and only if, (1.4) or (1.5) is satisfied. An analysis of bifurca-
tion directions from the semitrivial coexistence states shows that (1.6) is not

necessary for the existence of a coexistence state, [4], [11], [12]. In fact, from

Theorem 5.1 we also obtain the following multiplicity result: If (1.1) has a

coexistence state and the following condition is satisfied,

(1.7) (X - ax[dx, qx + B~QI1, £2]) ■ (ß - ax[d2 , q2 + C~Q~x, m2]) < 0,

then (1.1) has an even number of coexistence states (generically). Moreover,

the proof of Theorem 1 of [11] can be adapted to the current situation here

to show that generically (1.1) has an asymptotically stable coexistence state if
(1.7) is satisfied and (1.1) has some coexistence state. Furthermore, Theorem

4.4 shows that whenever (1.1) does not admit a coexistence state and (1.7)

holds then some of the semitrivial coexistence states are global attractors. As

the number of coexistence states of ( 1.1 ) may change with the size and the shape

of Í2, the previous results are optimal for general domains.

Now we pay attention to the problem of deciding whether equation (1.4),

or (1.5), or (1.7), is satisfied or not. To solve this problem we analyze the

sign of the functions F(ß) = X - ax[dx, qx + ßBQß ,l2], ß > 0, and G(y) =

ß - G\ [d2, q2 + 7 C Qx > mi\ > 7 > 0. We obtain the following results. If {x e
Q : b{x) = 0} has Lebesgue measure zero then there exists a unique ßs > 0

such that F{ß) > 0 if ß < ßs, F{ßs) = 0, and F{ß) < 0 if ß > ßs (cf.
Theorem 3.12 and Remark 3.13). If {x e Q : b(x) = 0} has nonempty
interior and X is large enough then F(ß) > 0 for all ß > 0 (cf. Theorem

3.14). By symmetry, G(y) satisfies the same properties as F(ß). To see the

biological meaning of these results, consider (1.1) with b(x) replaced by ß b(x)

and take ß large enough so that ß > ax[d2, q2 + CQx, rn2]. Then (1.1) has

a unique coexistence state if ß = 0, say (wn, Vç,) ■ Moreover, it follows from

the Implicit Function Theorem that (1.1) has a unique coexistence state if ß is

small enough, say (u(ß), v{ß)), such that (w(0), v(0)) = (uq , v0). It follows

from Theorem 4.1 that (u(ß), v(ß)) is a global attractor. Therefore, if the
interactions between the species are small enough nor species can drive the
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other to extinction. Assume in addition that {x £ Í2 : b(x) = 0} has Lebesgue

measure zero. Then it follows from Theorem 3.12 that (1.1) does not admit a

coexistence state if ß is large enough and hence it follows from Theorem 4.4

that (0, QM) is a global attractor for the positive solutions of (1.2). Therefore,

if the interaction of v on u is large enough, then v drives u to extinction.

Now assume that {x £ Q. : b(x) = 0} has nonempty interior. Then u is free

of v in some subdomain of the inhabiting region and if the birthrate of u is

large enough then v does not drive necessarily to u to extinction, because ( 1.4)

holds and so (1.1) has an asymptotically coexistence state.

In Section 8, assuming that p> ax[d2, q2 + C6x, m2] and that b(x) > 0,

c(x) > 0, x £ Q, we analyze the global behaviour of the branch of coexistence
states (u(ß),v(ß)) constructed above. Such a branch satisfies the following.

Either (i) it is a regular curve which can be continued up to degenerate at the

semitrivial solution (0,0^) at ß = ßs, or (ii) it is a regular curve which can be

continued up to reach a subcritical turning point, which still is a regular point

of the curve. In case (i) the solution (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymptotically stable for

all ß £ [0, ßs), except at most for a finite number of ß (hysteresis points).

In case (ii) there exists ßt > 0 such that (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymptotically stable

for all ß e [0, ßt), except at most for a finite number of ß. Then, it turns

backward becoming unstable. Moreover, if ß, < ßs then there is some range

of ß for which (1.1) has at least three stable coexistence states (cf. Theorem

8.1). In fact, any asymptotically stable coexistence state lies in a global curve of

coexistence states. Global in the sense that it can be continued up to degenerate

at a semitrivial coexistence state or up to reach a regular turning point, at which

the stability gets lost (cf Remark 8.2 and Theorem 8.3). In particular, when ß

varies no Hopf bifurcation nor secondary bifurcation can occur from any stable

coexistence state. To the best of our knowledge no previous result of this nature

is available in the literature. Our results complement the analysis carried out in

[3] concerning the topological nature of the continuum of coexistence states of

( 1.1 ) in the case of constant coefficients. The technical tools used to show these

results are given in Sections 6 and 7. As the results in such sections are of interest

by themselves we wrote them separately. In Section 6 we use the framework

introduced in [23] to obtain a general maximum principle for quasimonotone

systems. In Section 7 we use the maximum principle to characterize the stability

of the coexistence states of ( 1.1 ). Some related work for the case of one equation
can be found in [1].

Finally, in Section 9 we bring together all the results above to characterize

the supremum of the set of ß such that (1.1) has a unique coexistence state

for all ß £ [0, ß). Such characterization is carried out by means of the spec-

tral radius of a composition of four compact strongly positive endomorphisms;

two resolvents of elliptic operators and two multiplication operators. Let ßga

denote this supremum. Either ßga = ßs and then (1.1) has a unique coexis-

tence state for all ß £ [0, ßs), which is a global attractor and degenerates at

(0, Qß), or ßga < ßs. If ßga < ßs then (1.1) has two coexistence states at

ßga (at least) and there exists e > 0 such that either (1.1) has three coexis-

tence states for ß £ (ßga, ßga + e), or (1.1) has a unique coexistence state for

ß e (ßga , ßga + e) • We also find some lower estimates for ßga in terms of the

several parameters and coefficients involved in the setting of (1.1).
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2. Preliminaries and notations. The logistic equation

For fixed v > 0, we consider the Banach spaces U = {w £ C2+"(fi) :

w\dçi = 0} and V = C"(Q) ordered by the cones of nonnegative functions

Pu = {w £ U : w > 0} and Pv = {w £ V : w > 0}, respectively.

The interior of a cone P will be denoted by P and we shall write / > g if

f-g£P, f>g if f-g£P-{0} and f->g if f-g£P. The interior
of Pu is the set of functions w £ U such that w(x) > 0 for all x £ Q and

f^Cx) < 0 for all x £ dil, where n is the outward unit normal to Q at d£l.

By setting u = e™> ux, v = eldivx and renaming ux and vx as u and u,

respectively, the parabolic problem (1.2) becomes

(2.1)
dll \Ô\2 ¿i    o ££
-dxAu + (]-±--ex)u = Xl2(x)u - a{x)eui u2 - b(x)e2"iuv ,
ot 4dx

dv \p\2 íí. p-x   -,
— - d2Av + (~— mx)v = ßtn2(x)v - c{x)e2di uv - d{x)eld->-v ,

u(-,t) , v(-,t)£if,  t > 0 ,     {u(x, 0), v{x, 0)) = (u0(x), v0(x)) , X £ Q.

In particular, this change of variables transforms (1.1) into

,22>        -dxAu + qx{x)u = X£2(x)u-A(x)u2-B(x)uv ,     v&JJx
^ ' '      -d2Av + q2(x) v = ß rri2(x)v - C(x)uv - D(x)v2       ^   ' ' '

where

\6\2 \d\2 ü
qx(x) = U_ ,     qi{x) = ^_ ,     A{X) = a(x)e"> ,

p.x fax P-X

B{x) = b(x)e2"2 ,     C(x) = c(x)e2d> ,    D(x) = d(x)e2^ .

In absence of the other, each species satisfies a logistic boundary value problem
of the form

(2.4) -dAw + q(x)w = y h(x)w - E(x)w2 ,    w £ U ,

where q , h , E £ C"(Q), E(x) > 0 for every iefi, A > 0, and ¿jeR,
d > 0. It follows from the strong maximum principle that any nontrivial

positive solution of (2.4) lies in Pv . A well-known result in [7] shows that the

linear weighted boundary value problem

-dAf + q{x)(p = a h(x)(p ,     <p £ U ,

has a unique principal eigenvalue. Hereafter we shall denote it by ax[d, q, h].

By principal eigenvalue we mean a value of a (not necessarily positive) associ-

ated with which there is a positive eigenfunction; tpx[d, q, h] will stand for the

corresponding eigenfunction, unique up to multiplicative constants. The princi-

pal eigenfunction satisfies <px [d, q, h] > 0. The following result collects some

well-known properties of ax[d, q, h] (cf. [7], [17] and references therein).

Lemma 2.1. (i) // qx < q2 then ax[d, qx, h] < ax[d, q2, h].

(ii) If 0< hx <h2 then ax[d, q, A.] > ax\d, q, h2].
(iii) The following variational characterization holds:

..".,           -  ,       \Sa[d\Vu\2 + q(x)u2]dx\
(Ti[d,q,h]=       inf       < ̂ -r .   -^.

«e//J,(n)-{0} \ ¡Cih(x)u2dx J
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The main features concerning existence, uniqueness and attractivity of coex-

istence states of (2.4) are collected in the following result, [17].

Theorem 2.2. The logistic problem (2.4) admits a coexistence state if and only if

y > o\[d, q, h]. If this is the case, the coexistence state is unique and globally

asymptotically stable (with respect to positive initial conditions wq £ Pv - {0}).

If y < 0\[d, q, h] the trivial solution w = 0 ¿s globally asymptotically stable
(with respect to initial conditions wo £ Pv).

Throughout this work Qy[d, q, h, E] will stand for the maximal nonnegative

solution of equation (2.4), i.e., 07[d, q, h, E] » 0 if y > o\[d, q, h] and
Qy[d, q, h, E] — 0 if y < o\[d,q,h\. For later use, we have to introduce

some properties of the coexistence branch Q7[d, q, h], y > o\\d, q, h]. We

collect them in the following result.

Theorem 2.3. (a) The mapping y -> Qy[d, q, h, E], y > o\\d, q, h], is ana-
lytic. Moreover,

dQy[d, q , h, E] \
dy

= ~-(p\[d,q,h] ,
y=<j\{d,q ,h]       «'

where yx = JhZZ.u^  and V\ = 9\\d, q,h\.
JaE(x)<Pt3dx

ih(x)<pi2dx

(b) The mappings y —► 07[d, q, h, E] and h —► Qy[d, q, h, E] are increas-
ing and the mapping q —» Qy[d, q, h, E] is decreasing. In any case the remain-

ing arguments are kept fixed.

(c) There exists a positive constant

(2.5) M = M(d,q,h,E,Q)> l|ç?l||oo-n

suchthat \\Qy[d, q, h, E]\\OCtçi<M(y-ai[d, q,h]) if y > ax[d, q, h].

Proof, (a) The analyticity follows because the branch (y, w) = (y, Qy[d, q, h])

may be obtained by global analytic continuation from (y,w) = (o\ [d, q, h], 0)

using the main theorem in [8] and the fact that any positive solution of (2.4)

is nondegenerate. Moreover, if y a o\[d, q, h] the branch (y, Qy[d, q, h])

may be parametrized by an auxiliary parameter 5 in the form w = stp\ +

YlJLi UjSj+x, y = o\ + 5Z^i 7js', [8]- By substituting these expressions into

(2.4) and identifying the s-terms in both sides it follows that

(-dA + q(x) - o\[d, q, h]h(x))u\ = y\h(p\ - E(x) q>2 ,     U\ £ U.

Finally Fredholm's alternative provides us with the value of y\.

(b) Assume X < ß . Then the function H = QM[d, q, h, E] satisfies - dAU+

qu > Xh(x)ü - E(x)ü2 and the maximum principle implies Qx < QM . In fact,

0/i > Qx if ß > "i • Arguing as above the rest of (b) follows.

(c) Observe that l|g¿l^'n is bounded in [<Ti,oi+ô] for every ô > 0. Thus,

it is enough to show that ^l^,n is bounded for y > 0\ + ô . From part (b)

we find that Qy[d, q, h, E] < Qy[d, q, ||A||oo,n> mmn E\- Let xo e ß be the
point at which Qy[d, q, pH^n, min^ E] attains its maximum. Then

-dAQy[d, q, ||A||oo,n, min E](x0) > 0
n
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and hence

Qy[d, q, ||«||c»,n» ny.n E](x0) <-—f-—^-<
q min^ E min^ £

where q = min~ <? . Therefore,a

\0r[d,q,h,E]\\oo¡a< HAIIoo.n     y-iPCn
y-ax[d,q,h] min^ £   y - (Ti[ö?, q, h] '

The second factor on the right-hand side of this relation goes to unity as y —> oo.

This completes the proof.   The lower bound (2.5) follows readily from part

(a).   D

3. Existence of stable coexistence states. Extinction

3.1    An existence result.   Hereafter we shall denote

Ox = Ox[d\ ,qi,£2,A],        Qß = Qß[d2 ,q2,m2,D],

Qx = 0x[dx ,qx+BQß,£2,A],     Qß = Qß[d2,q2 + CQx,m2,D],

where q\, q2 , A , B , C and D are defined in (2.3). The first result concerning

the existence and stability of coexistence states of (2.2) is the following.

Theorem 3.1. The following assertions are true:

(a) Any coexistence state (u, v) of (2.2) satisfies the estimates

(3.1) Ox<u<Qx,    Oß<v<Qß.

(b) If either X < G\\d\, q\, £2] or ß < a\[d2, q2, m{[ then (2.2) does not
admit a coexistence state.

(c) Assume

(3.2) X>ol[dl,ql+BQß;£2],    ß > ax[d2, q2 + CQX, m2].

Then (2.2) has a coexistence state which is asymptotically stable.

Proof. Let (u, v) be a componentwise nonnegative solution couple of (2.2).

Then -d\Au + q\u < X£2U - Au2, and hence u(x) is a nonnegative lower

solution of

(3.3) -dlAz + qlz = X£2z-Az2 ,     z£U.
_

As Ox is the maximal nonnegative solution of (3.3), a comparison involving

the maximum principle shows that 0 < u < Qx . Similarly, 0 < v < Qß . These

estimates show part (b). Now, substituting v <0ß (resp. u < Qx ) into the first

equation (resp. the second one) of (2.2) and arguing as before (3.1) follows.

We now show part (c). It follows from (3.2) that Q_k > ° and that Q_ß » 0.

Set Uq := Q_x > "o '■= Ox , V-o := ä.ß and ^o := 0ß . Lemma 2.1(i) implies Mq < «o

and Vq <^v0. Moreover, the couples (uq , Vo) and (wo, Vq) satisfy

-d\Auq + q\ (x) Uq < X £2(x)uq - A(x)uq- B(x) u^vq ,

-d2Avo + q2(x)vo > ßm2(x)v0-C(x)u0Vo-D(x)vl,

-diAiïo + qi(x)ÜQ > X£2(x)ño - A(x)ül - B(x)üoVq,

-d2AvJ0 + q2(x)v0 < ß m2(x)vJd - C(x) üov0 - D(x) v_l.
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Thus, it follows from the results in [25] and [26] (cf. also [21], [30]) that
(2.2) has a coexistence state. In fact, (2.2) has a coexistence state which is

asymptotically stable, [11], [17].

For the sake of completeness we give here a simple algorithm which converges

to a coexistence state of (2.2). Consider the sequences (un , vn), (ïï„ , y_n),

n > 0, defined from (u^, Uq) and (ïïo, w0) as follows. The couple (un+1, vn+i)

is the unique componentwise positive solution (u,v) £ U2 of

-d\Au + qi(x)u = X£2(x)u - A(x)u2 - B(x)vnu,

-d2Av + q2(x)v = ßm2(x)v - D(x)v2 - C(x)unv .

Similarly, (ün+i, ü.„+1) is defined as the unique componentwise positive solu-

tion (u, V) £ U2  Of

-d{Au + q\(x)u - X£2(x)u - A(x)u2 - B(x)vnu,

-d2Av + q2(x)v — ßm2(x)v - D(x)v2 - C(x)ünv .

The existence of such solutions follows from [29]. The uniqueness follows from

Theorem 2.2. Moreover, it follows from the maximum principle that un and

v_n are increasing while ïï„ and vn are decreasing, [27]. Furthermore, w0 <

K« < "o and v_0 < v_n < v~o . Therefore, the limits (w*, v*) = lim„_0O(w„ , v„),

(u*, -y*) = lim„^00(w„ , i¿n), hold uniformly in Q and provide us with classical

solutions of (2.2), [29]. A priori, we do not know whether or not (u*, v„) =

(m* , v*). These features show that (2.2) has at least one asymptotically stable
coexistence state.   D

Remark 3.2. If there exist lower and upper solutions such that 0 < Uq < u < ïïo

and 0 < Vq < v < v0, then (2.2) has a coexistence state which is asymptoti-

cally stable. Condition (3.2) guarantees the existence of such lower and upper
solutions.

Remark 3.3. The set of values of (X, ß) satisfying (3.2) is an open set of the

(X, //)-plane in between the curves

C{o,v) = X = al[dl, q\ +BQß, £2] ,     C(„,0) = t¿ = <J\[d2, q2 + CQx, m2\.

Both curves pass through by the point (X, ß) = (ai [di, qi, £2], a¡[d2, q2, m2]) ■

The fact that the set of values of (X, ß) satisfying (3.2) is empty or not depends

on the relative location of the curves C(U;o) and C(o,W). Theorem 3.4 below will

provide us with some global wedge-type regions in the (X, ¿u)-plane with vertex

at ((Ti[di, qi, £2], Oi[d2, <?2, ̂ 2]) and satisfying (3.2). We have denoted by

C(u0) the curve ß — ai[d2, q2 + C Qx, m2] because given X > ai[di, qi, £2] if

we regard ß as a bifurcation parameter then the value ß = ai[d2, q2+CQx, m2]

is a bifurcation point tocoexistence states from the branch of semitrivial coex-

istence states (u, 0) = (Qx, 0), [2], [12]. For the same reason we have denoted

the other curve by C(o, V) ■

We now compare our result with the existence theorem found in [6]. In [6]

the following simplified model was analyzed:

(3.4)       -Au = Xu - au2 - buv ,     -Av — ß v - cuv - dv2 ,    u,v£U,
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where a, b, c, d are positive real numbers. Set Qx\d\ = Qx[ 1, 0, 1, a], Oi [q] =

ffi[l,9, 1], Pi[0] = c»i[l,0, 1] and ÖA = ÖA[1]. Then 0x[a] = £ and it fol-
lows from Krein-Rutman's Theorem that cr^i^] = X and pifö^] = Qx. Thus,

condition (3.2) becomes

(3.5) X>ai[bQß[d]] = ai[^Qß],    ß> ai[c6í[a]] = al[^eí].

Denote g(X) = ai[cQx[a]] and h(ß) = ai[bOß[d]]. Then g = g(X) and h =
h(ß) are smooth strictly increasing functions if X > a¡[0] and ß > a¡[0],

respectively, such that g(ai[0]) = h(ai[0]) = a\[0].   A pair (X,ß)  satisfies
(3.5) if, and only if,

(3.6) h(g(X))<X,    g(X)<ß<h-\X).

Moreover, when h(g(X)) > X no ß satisfies g(X) < ß < h~l(X). Assume

(3.7) b<d,       c<a.

Then h(g(X)) = ai[§QgW] < ai[QgW] = g(X) = a^Qx] < tfi[0A] m X and
hence h(g(X)) < X for all X > ai . Thus, whenever (3.7) is satisfied the set of

values of (X, ß) satisfying (3.6) is an unbounded wedge-type region with vertex

at (ffi[0],<r,[0]). As ai[£Qx]<Oi[a-X] = al[0) + jX and a,[£ Qß] < a^ ß] =

°\ [0] + 2 ß for X > oi [0] and ß> ax [0], the condition

(3.8) X>ax[<d] + ^ß,    ß>ai[0] + ^X

is sufficient for (3.5) (or (3.6)). The set of values of (X, ß) satisfying (3.8)

is nonempty if, and only if, |j < 1 • Moreover, if §^ < 1 then (3.8) is a

wedge with edges X = ax [0] + \ ß, ß - ax [0] + c- X and vertex at (^£§ ax[0],

dad-bl ad®]) ■ In particular, Theorem 3.1 is sharper than Theorem 4.1 of [6],

which shows that (3.8) is sufficient for the existence of a coexistence state. It is

even possible to show that condition (3.5) still holds for some range of (X, p)

when the factor ^ is either greater or equal (but close enough) than unity.

In [12] can be found additional details about the local behaviour of the curves

X = a\[bQß[d]] and ß = a\[cQx[a]] near (X, ß) = (<7i[0], cti[0]) .

3.2 Building up coexistence wedges. Condition (3.8) is easily computable in

terms of the several parameters appearing in (3.4). The principal eigenvalue

CTi[0] can be approximated, if necessary, by using some numerical method.

Similarly, from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 3.1 we can obtain some simple suf-

ficient conditions for the existence of a coexistence state. Given a continuous

function / : Q -> K we shall denote y¿ = min^ / and fs = max^ /.

Theorem 3.4. Let Mi = M(d\, q\, £2, A,Q.),  A/2 = M(d2, q2, m2, D,Cl)
be two positive constants satisfying part (c) of Theorem 2.3. Assume

(3.9) X> aul = ai[di,qi,£2] ,    ß > ax,2 = Ox[d2, q2, m2] ,

(3.10)
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Then (2.2) has an asymptotically stable coexistence state.

Proof. Due to part (c) of Theorem 2.3

(3.11) (öx)s<Ml(X-al,l),     (öß)s<M2(ß-al,2).

Thus, from Lemma 2.1 and the second inequality of (3.11) we find that

al[dl,q[+BQß,£2]<ai[dl,ql + (fS)   M2(/i - Oi ,2)l2 , t2]

= ai'l + {W))sM2{ß-ai>2)

and so (3.10) implies X > a\ \d\, qx + B Qß, £2]. Similarly, (3.10) implies ß >

o\[d2, <72 + C Qx, W2]. Theorem 3.1 completes the proof.   D

Remark 3.5. Part (b) of Theorem 3.1 shows that (3.9) is necessary for the exis-

tence of a coexistence state. The region described by (3.9) is a cone with vertex

at (X, ß) = (ffi, 1, <Ti,2) and edges X = a\, 1 , p *= 0\,2. The set of (X, p)

satisfying (3.10) is the subset of (3.9) consisting of all pairs (X, ß) between the
straight lines

(3.12)

x = ai>i + {wj)sM2{ß-ai>2)'  ß = a^2 + ißBy)sMAk-a^{)-

Observe that both lines pass through by (a\ t1, a\ ,2).

Remark 3.6. The coexistence wedge (3.10) is nonempty if, and only if,

(3.13) (*!).(«.„,.«,<,.\£2(x)Js   \m2(x)Js

As Mi and M2 are independent of B(x) and C(x), (3.13) holds whenever

B(x), or C(x), is small enough (in supremum norm).

Remark 3.7. Consider the model (3.4). Then Mi = Mi(a, Q) and M2 =
M2(d, Í2) only vary with a , d, Q, and (3.13) becomes

Mi A/2

If (3.14) is satisfied then the set of values (X, ß) satisfying X > ai[0], ß > ai[0]
and

(3.15) X>ai[0] + bM2(ß-ai[0]) ,    ß > ai[0] + cMx(X - ax[0]) ,

is the wedge between the straight lines X = <7i[0] + b M2(ß - cri [0]) and ß =

<Ti[0] + cMi(X - ai[0]) with vertex at (01 [0], <Ti[0]). For every (X,p) in this

wedge (3.4) has an asymptotically stable coexistence state. This result is a sub-

stantial improvement of Theorem 4.3 in [12], where both, b and c, were as-

sumed to be small enough.

Remark 3.8. To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 3.4 is the first result provid-

ing us with coexistence wedges centered at (ci, 1, ci, 2) f°r the case of variable

coefficients. The same technique applies for periodic-parabolic systems with

two species, completing some results of [17].
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3.3 Building up extinction regions. We now show how to enlarge the noncoex-

istence region X < Ci, i, ß < ai t2, thus giving complementary information

about coexistence (cf. part (b) of Theorem 3.1). It has been settled in part (a)

of Theorem 3.1 that every coexistence state (u, v) of (2.2) must satisfy the

estimates (3.1). Set Ox ,0 = Ox, Oß,o = 0ß , Qx,o =&l> ^,0 - §-ß a110" consider

the sequences {0~x,n}, {Öß,n}, {&,„}, {Q_ß,n}, «> 0, defined from ÖA0»

0ß o, 0_x 0 anc* 0_ß 0 by the scheme

(3J6)
0x,n+i =0x[di,qi+BQM n,£2,A],   Qß,n+X = Qß\d2,q2 + C^n,m2,D\,

0-x,n+\ = 0x[di, qx +BQßjft+x,£2, A], 0ß,n+x =0ß[d2, q2 + C0x,n+\, m2,D].

Let (u, v) be a componentwise nonnegative solution couple of (2.2). Arguing

as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(b) we find that Q_x 0 - u - Ox,o and Q_ 0 - v ^

Qß,o- It follows from the definition of 0x,1 and 0ßti that u and v are lower

solutions of Qxtl and 0ß,x , respectively, and hence the maximum principle

implies u < Ox, 1 , v < 0ßX . In particular, u = 0 provided Qxx = 0, which

occurs iff X < ax[dx, <?i + BO^ 0, £2], and v = 0 provided Qß,i = 0, which

occurs iff ß < ai[d2, q2 + C0X 0, m2]. Moreover, from the definition of Q_x |

and 0 !, two comparisons and the maximum principle show that Q_k ¡ < w <

0,1 1 and ô   , < v < 0^^ j . Finally, from Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 we find

that Q_xt0 <(Lj <u<0x,x < 0x,o and that 0ßO < 0ßX < v < 0ßA < 0ßtO
and an induction argument shows that

0.X,n ̂  0-X,n+\ <u< 0x,n+\ < 0X,n ,       0ß,„ < 0ß,n+l <v < 0ß,n+l <0ß,n ,

n > 0.

Assume X> ax[dx, qx + B 0ß 0, £2] ■ Then 0_x 0 > 0 and hence

<J\[d2, q2 + C0_x,o, mi\ > <J\,i-

Therefore, the extinction region given by part (b) of Theorem 3.1, ß < ai 2,

has been enlarged by adding the set

Ef:={(X,ß) :   au2<ß<ai[d2,q2 + CQ_x>0, m2]} ,

because if (X, ß) £ E^ then QßX =0 and hence v = 0. Similarly, if ß >

o\[d2, q2 + CQx,0, m2] then Qß >0»0, ax[dx, qx + B0ß 0, £2] > ax, 1, and the

extinction region X < ax t x is enlarged by adding the set

E°ß:={(X,ß) :   aXtX < X< ax[dx, qx + B Qß ,0,£2]},

because if (X, p) e Eß then 0x,x =0 and hence u = 0. The following result

provides us with the structure of E® and E® .

Lemma 3.9. The relation

(3.17) X = ax[dx,qx+B0ßO,£2]

defines X as a smooth increasing function of ß, for ß > aXt2, say X = X0(ß).

Similarly,

(3.18) ß = <Ji[d2,q2 + C0Xt 0,m2]
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defines ß as a smooth increasing function of X, for X>ax<x, say ß = ßo(X).

Proof. Denote g(X, ß) = ax[dx, qx + BQß 0, £2]. If ß = ax<2, then 0^0 = 0

and hence 0ß 0 = 0. Thus g(X, ax _ 2) = ax \ x and X = ax t x is the unique X sat-

isfying (3.17). Now fix ß > ax¡2. If X = ax p 1 then 0_À 0 = Ox,o = 0 and hence

0ß,o = 0»,o » 0. Thus g(ai ,x, ß) = ox[dx, qx+ BQ 0, £2] > ax, 1. Moreover,

Qß0 decreases with X > axx and hence g(-, ß) is decreasing. Thus, there

exists a unique X = X0(ß) such that X0(ß) = g(Xo(ß), ß), i.e., solving (3.17).

Furthermore, as |f < 0, Jj (A - g(A, //)) > 0 and hence the smooth character

of Xo(ß) as a function of ß follows from the Implicit Function Theorem. By

symmetry, the assertion concerning with (3.18) follows.   G

Using the terminology introduced by Lemma 3.9

E% = {(X,ß) : X>ax[dx,qx +B6ß,0,l2],   ax>2 < ß < ß0(X) } ,

EQß = {(X, ß) : ß>ax[d2, q2 + C~Ô~x,o, m2] ,   aXA <X<X0(ß)}.

The sharpening of the extinction region may be stepwise refined as we describe

now. Assume X > ax[dx, qx +BQßto, £2\- Then Qxo » 0 and hence QßX <

Oß,o- Thus, (3.16) and Theorem 2.3 imply QX{ » Q_Á 0 and

ai[d2,q2 + C0_k ,, m2] > ax[d2,q2 + C0_xO, m2\.

Moreover, if ß < ax[d2, q2 + C0_x x, m2] then Qßl = 0 and hence v = 0.

Therefore, the extinction region again is enlarged by adding the set of couples

(X, ß) such that X > ax[dx, qx + B0ßro, £2] and

ox[d2, q2 + C0xO, m2] < ß < ax[d2, q2 + CQJi ,, m2] ,

say E\ . Similarly, the extinction region may be enlarged by adding the set,

denoted by Eß , of couples (X, ß) such that ß > ax [d2, q2 + C Qx, 0, m2] and

ax[dx, qx + B Qß Q, £2] < X < ax[dx, qx + B 0ß {, £2].

Arguing as in Lemma 3.9 it follows easily that ß = ax[d2, ^2 + C0k x, m{\

defines to ß as a smooth increasing function of X, say ß = ßX(X) and that

X = ax[dx, <7i +B0_ß 1, £2] defines X as a smooth increasing function of ß, say

X = Xi (ß). With this terminology, the new extinction sets are given by

El = {(X,ß) : X>ai[di,qi+BÖß,0,£2],   ßo(X) < ß < ßi(X) } ,

EJl = {(X, ß) : ß>ax[d2, q2 + CQx,o, m] ,   X0(ß) <X<Xx(ß)}.

Arguing recursively, a couple of increasing sequences {X„(ß)} , {ßn(X)} , n > 0,

can be constructed such that

E\ = {(X,ß) : X>ax[dx,qx +BQß,0,£2] ,   ß„-X(X) <ß<ß„{X)} ,

Enß = {(X, ß) : ß>ax[d2, q2 + CÖx,o, m2] ,   Xn_x(ß) <X<Xn(ß)} ,

are extinction sets for all n>0. The curves C(„o) and C(o,,;) provide us with

bounds for the curves X = Xn(ß) and ß = ßn(X), respectively. Hence they have

a limit, say X = Xoo(ß) and ß = /íoo(A) . We have proven the following result.
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Theorem 3.10. // (X, p) e U^Lo (Ex u E7¡) tnen (2-2) does not admit a coexis-

tence state.

Remark 3.11. In general the curve X = X^ß) does not coincide with C^.v) •

This is the case when the bifurcation to coexistence states from the semitrivial

(0, ^-branch is supercritical in the /¿-axis direction. Similarly, in general ß =
//00(A) does not coincide with C(u0) (cf. [12], [14] and references therein).

3.4   An extinction result with biological implications.   Consider the model

(3 19.       -dxAu + qx(x)u = X£2(x)u-A(x)u2-ßB(x)uv ,     u   veU
^ '    'ß     -d2Av + q2(x) v = ß m2(x) u - C(x) uv - D(x) u2 ,        '     '     '

where ß is considered as a real parameter, ß > 0. Observe that (2.2) is

(3.19)i. If b(x) > 0 almost everywhere in £2, then the species v competes

against u everywhere in the habitat ÎÎ and from the biological point of view

the species v should drive u to extinction if ß is large. The following result

makes precise this biological principle.

Theorem 3.12. Assume that {x £ Q, : b(x) = 0} has zero Lebesgue measure

and

(3.20) X>ax[dx,qx,£2],     ß > ax[d2, q2 + CQÁ, m2].

Then there exists ße > 0 such that (3.19)^ does not admit a coexistence state

if ß>ße-

Proof. It follows from (3.20) and the definition of Qß that 0ß » 0. Thus, the

mapping ß —> ax[dx, qx +ß B0ß , £2] is strictly increasing. It is enough to prove

that there exists ß > 0 (unique) such that

(3.21) X = ax[dx,qx+ßB0ß,£2]

because then (X, ß) £ Eß (cf. §3.3) and hence the conclusion follows. Let

K > 0 be large enough such that -dxA + qx + K£2 is coercive and

(3.22) (X + K)(£2)L-ß(B0ß)s>0.

If, for instance, K + ox,x > 1 then -dxA + qx+ K£2 is coercive. The operator

Tß s [-dxA + qx+ K£2]~l \(X + K)£2 - ßBQ_ß\ is well defined and it is compact

strongly order preserving. An easy calculation shows that (3.21) holds if, and

only if, spr Tß — 1. We claim that spr Tß > 1 if, and only if,

X>ax[dx,qx+ßB0ß,£2],

and that spr Tß < 1 if, and only if, X < ax[dx, qx+ß B0ß, £2]. This completes

the proof. To show the previous claim we first show that when spr Tß < 1, or

spr Tß > 1, it is independent for K satisfying (3.22). Let q>, y/ be unique

positive functions such that

(3.23) (-dxA + qx+ßB0ß)tp = ax[dx,qx+ßB0ß,£2]£2<P ,     <P £ U ,

(3.24) (-dxA + qx+K£2)y/ = ^T[(X + K)e2-ßB0ß]y/,     ¥&U.
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Multiplying (3.24) by cp , (3.23) by y/ and integrating on Q we find that

_(X + K)fn£2v<p-ßJnB0ßyv<p_
SPr   ß     ((7i[dx,qx+ßBQß,£2] + K)Jne2W(p-ßJnB0ßWg>'

which shows the independence on K. In particular, spr T(0) = KK++X > 1,

because X > aXt{ (see (3.20)). Moreover, for fixed K > 0 satisfying (3.22),
the mapping ß —► (X + K)£2 - ß B0ß is strictly decreasing and so ß —► spr Tß

is strictly decreasing in ß as long as (3.22) is satisfied (cf. Theorem 3.2 in
[1]). Thus, we only have to show that spr Tß < 1 for ß large. To simplify

the notation we denote Ki = K + ax%x and Lk = [—dxA + qx + K£2]~l . As

(X - aXyX + \)£2 - ßBQß < [(X - ax[x + l)£2 - ßBQß]+  (the positive part),

we find that spr Tß < spr Lk (Kx -\)£2 + [(X-aXtX + l)£2-ßBQß]+] . Thus,

we only have to prove that spr LK  (Kx - l)£2 + [(X - ax ,. + l)£2 - ß BQß]+

< 1 if ß is large. As {x £ Q : b(x) = 0} has zero Lebesgue measure,

Hm^ooKA - aXiX + l)£2 - ßBQß]+ = 0, in LP(Q) for every p £ (1, oo) (see

(2.3)). Thus, arguing as in [10], Proposition 1,

lim spr LK \(KX - \)£2 + [(X - ax>x + l)£2 - ßBQß]+] = spr LK[(KX - l)£2-].

Finally, an easy calculation shows that spr Lk[(Kx - \)£2 •] = ^^- < 1, which

completes the proof.   D

Remark 3.13. Assume ß> ax^2. Then Qß > 0 and ß -> ai [di, <?i +ß B 0ß, £2]
is strictly increasing for ß > 0. Moreover, arguing as in the previous proof we

conclude that there exists a unique ßs > 0 such that X = ai [di, qi +ßsB Qß , £2].

In particular, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that (3.19)^ has an asymptotically

stable coexistence state if ß < ßs. As Theorem 3.12 establishes that (3.19)^

does not admit a coexistence state if ß > ße, necessarily ßs < ße. Observe

that (3.19)o is uncoupled and so it has a coexistence state iff (3.20) holds.

3.5 A new biological principle. When b(x) vanishes on an open subdomain

of Q the phenomenology described by Theorem 3.12 changes drastically. Let

Qi c Q be an open subdomain of Í1 such that b(x) = 0 for every xeflj.

Then, even if ß is large, the species u may survive, because it is free of v on

Í2i . The following result makes precise this fact.

Theorem 3.14. Let Qi cQ be a nonempty subdomain such that b(x) = 0 for

every x £ Qx. Let ffp'fi/i, qi, £2] be the principal eigenvalue of

(-dxA + qi)<p = a£2<p ,     in Q{ ,    plan, =0.

Assume

(3.25) X>a^[di,qi,£2],     ß > ax[d2, q2 + C~0~x, m2].

Then (3.19)^ has an asymptotically stable coexistence state for every ß > 0.

Proof. As Qx c Í2, ffp'frfi ,qi,¿2] > Oi,\ and hence (3.25) implies (3.20).
We now show that

(3.26) ala<[di,qi,£2]>ai[di,qi+ßBQß,£2],        ß>0.
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Let <p be the unique positive function (up to multiplicative constants) satisfying

(-dxA + qx +ßBQß)<p = ax[dx, qx + ß BQß, £2)£2<p ,     i»|ön = 0.

Then (-dxA + qx-ax[dx, qx+ß BQß, £2]£2)tp = 0 in Qx and (p\9Çl] >0. Thus,

the maximum principle implies afx[dx, qx - ax[dx, qx + ßB0ß, £2]£2, 1] > 0.

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that

oxa'[dx, qx - ax[dx ,qx+ßBQß, £2\l2, £2]

> ffp' [dx ,qx-ax [dx ,qx+ßBQß, £2]£2 , (£2)s]

= (£2)-xa^[dx, qx - ax[dx ,qx+ßB0ß, £2]£2, 1] > 0.

Thus

ffp'[</i, qx - ax[dx ,qx+ßBQß, £2]£2, h\

= a^[dx, qx, £2] - ax[dx, qx + ßBQß , £2] > 0 ,

which is (3.26). As (3.25) and (3.26) imply (3.2) for every ß > 0, Theorem
3.1 concludes the proof.   D

Remark 3.15. Let Q* be the interior of {x £ Q : b(x) = 0} . Then

lim [(X-aUi + l)£2-ßBQß]+ = (X-aiA + l)l2Xa- >
p—toc

in LP(Q), for every p £ (1, oo), where xn-  is the characteristic function of
Q*. Thus

lim spr LK \(K + a,,, - l)£2 + [(X - ax,, + \)£2 - ßBQ_]+]

= spr LK[(K + ax,x-l)£2 + (X-aXA + l)£2Xn-] ,

and therefore whenever (3.25) holds it follows from Theorem 3.14 that

sprLK[{K + oltl-l)l2 + {X-oul + l)t2xa-]> 1 ,

which is the converse of the result obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.12.

4. Global attractivity of coexistence states

First we shall obtain an attractivity result concerning with the evolutionary

model (2.1). The result says that under condition (3.2) if (2.2) has exactly

one coexistence state then it attracts to every solution of (2.1) having positive

initial data. A sufficient condition for uniqueness will be given also. As a

consequence of these results we obtain the following biological principle: Under

condition (3.2) if B(x), or C(x), is small enough then no species can drive
the other to extinction. In Section 9 we shall show that the sufficient condition

for uniqueness is also necessary.

To put the attractivity theorem in its right place some preliminary results are

needed.  Consider the initial boundary value problem, which is equivalent to
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(1.2),

— - dxAu + qx(x) u = X£2(x)u - A(x)u2 - B(x)uv ,

(x,í)Eflx (O, T) ,

(4.1) dv 2
v     ' — - d2Av + q2(x)v = p m2(x)v - C(x)uv - D(x)v¿,

at

(x,t)£Qx (O, T) ,

(«(•, 0), v(-, 0)) = (wo, v0) ,     K|flQ = v\da = O ,  t £ (O, T),

where the coefficients satisfy the same hypotheses as in the previous sections,

u0, v0 £ C»(ÏÏ), and T > 0. Let R c C(Q) x C(Q) be the set of cou-
ples (u,v) satisfying (3.1) and pick (uq, vo) £ R such that «0 = ^0 = 0

on 9Q. Then it is well known that (4.1) has a unique classical solution

(u(x, t,u0,v0),v(x,t,uo,v0)) £ C2+"(ilx (0,oo))nC(Qx [0,oo)), [13],

such that (u(-, t,uo,vo),v(-,t,u0, v0)) £ R for all t £ [0, oo). See [20],

[21], [25], [26], [30] and also [29], for related ideas in scalar equations. More

generally, the functions defining the invariant rectangle R may be replaced by

other adequate upper and lower solutions, [26].

Assume that (3.2) is satisfied and that (2.2) has a unique coexistence state,

(u, v). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that (u, v) £ R . Moreover, if (wo, i>o) £

R then the solution (u(x, t,uo,vo), v(x, t,uo, vo)) is attracted by (u(x),
v(x)). More precisely,

(4.2)
lim ||u(-, t, uo,v0)-u(-)\\00!çl = 0 ,     lim \\v(-, t,u0, v0) - «(OlU.n = 0.

t—*oo l—>oo

This behaviour is well known in the context of scalar equations, [29], and can

be extended to a class of competition-type systems including (4.1), [6] and [17].
The attractivity result in this section guarantees that under condition (3.2) the

uniqueness of (u, v) also entails its global attractive character for all solutions

with nonnegative nontrivial initial data («o, ^o) • In other words, (4.2) holds

provided uo > 0, vq > 0. To the best of our knowledge the only available

result of this nature is Theorem 4.1 in [6], valid for the system

ou     a       i 2     L dv      . ,2
■7— = Au + Xu - au  - buv ,     —- = Av + pv - cuv - dvL
dt dt

under condition (3.8). The following result is a substantial improvement of

Theorem 4.1 of [6].

Theorem 4.1. Assume that (3.2) is satisfied and that (2.2) has a unique co-

existence state, (u(x), v(x)). Then for every pair of initial data (uo,vq) £

C(fí) x C(ñ), such that u0 > 0, v0 > 0 and u0 = v0 = 0 on d£l, the

solution (u(x, t, uq,Vo), v(x, t,Uo, v0)) of (4.1) converges to (u(x), v(x)),

as t —► 00, uniformly in Q.

Proof. Let (u0,v0) £ Cu(ñ) x C(fí) be such that w0 > 0, v0 > 0 and u0 =

Vq = 0 on d£l. The existence of a unique classical solution (u(x, t, uq , vq),

v (x, t, uo, vq ) ) of (4.1 ) componentwise nonnegative follows readily by choos-

ing suitable pairs (u,v), (ïï, v_) of lower and upper solutions (cf. the proof of
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X\\£2 oo - ¿i muiñ qx \
u = max ^   «o oo --

Theorem 3.1 and [17], [25], [29]). For the present case we can take u = v = 0,

f., X\\£2\\00-Öxmmuqi\
A "o oo-:—j—-— r

f.,            ß\\m2\\oc-S2mmuq2)\
^maxjINIU,-min_D ),

where Sx = 0 if min^ <?i < 0 and <5i = 1 otherwise, with the same convention

for ¿2. Moreover, (u(x, t, uq, vq), v(x, t, uq, vq)) can be prolonged to any

time t > 0.
We now show that u(x, í,uq,vo) > 0, v(x, t, u0, vq) > 0 for every

(x, t) £ Q x (0, oo). To this we argue by contradiction assuming that

u(xi, h , Wo, Vq) - 0 for some (xx, tx) e Q, x (0, oo) . Observe that z(x, i)

= u(x, t, uq , vq) is the solution of the parabolic problem,

dz
(4 3) ~di~ dlAz + ^° + qi^ + A^u + B(x)v)z = (X£2 + ko)z ,

z(-,0) = u0 ,     z|9n = 0,  t >0,

where fco is taken large enough so that

min(rCo + i?i(x)) >0   and    min(A¿2 + h) > 0.

Then ^-dxAz + r(x, t)z > 0 in Q x (0, oc), where r(x, ?) is the nonnegative

coefficient of z(x, t) in the left-hand side of the differential equation of (4.3),

and hence from the parabolic strong maximum principle, [27], we find that

z(x, t) = u(x, t, Uq , Vq) = 0 for every (x, t) £ Q. x [0, tx]. This contradicts

Uq > 0 and therefore u(x, t, Uq , v0) > 0 for every (x, t) £ Q x (0, oo). More-

over, |^(-, t, uq , vq) < 0 at <9Q for every / > 0, where n is the outward unit

normal to Q at 9Q. By symmetry, the same features hold for v(x, t, uq, v0) .

We now show that the flow (u(x, t, uq, vq), v(x, í,Uq, vq)) defined by

(4.1) is dissipative in C(Q) x C(Í2). Roughly speaking, this means that

(u(x, t, uq, Vq) , v(x, t, Uq, Vq)) enters into bounded regions B of C(ß) x

C(fí) after some finite time t(B) > 0. In fact, the information we will ob-

tain is more precise. Fix tx > 0 and regard (woi, vo\) = (M(*> h , uo, vo),
v(-, tx, uq, Vq)) as an initial data of (4.1). By uniqueness we find that

u(x, t, uqX , vqX) = u(x, t + tx, uq, Vq) and that v(x, t, uox,vox) =

v(x, t + tx, uq, v0) . Moreover, since uqX(x) > 0, vox(x) > 0, x £ Q, and

^ < 0, ^<0onofi, there exists a constant kx > 1 such that uox <kxQx,

vqX < kx Qß , in fi, and d^-^i) > 0, a("o'-*' e^ > 0, on ÖQ. On the other

hand, since the function zi = kx Qx is an upper solution of

-dxAzx +qx(x)zx =X£2zx - A(x)z\ ,     zx\aa = 0 ,

it is well known, [29], that the unique classical solution of

--±-dxAZx+qx(x)Zx =Xl2Zx-A(x)Z2 ,     (x, t) £ Q x (0, oo) ,

Zx(.,O) = kx0x,    Zx\m = 0,  t>0,

is decreasing in /, is defined in the whole cylinder Q x [0, oo) and lim Zx (x, t)
t—*OG

= Qx in Cl(£l).   This construction shows that Ui(x, t) = u(x, t, «oi, i>oi)
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satisfies

—- - diAui + qx(x)ux < X£2ux - A(x)u\ ,     (x, t) £ £2 x (O, oo) ,

ux(-, 0) = woi < Zx(-, 0) ,    Milan = 0 , t > 0, ,

and hence the parabolic maximum principle implies

(4.4) ux(x, t) < Zx(x, t) ,     (x, t) £ fix [0, oo).

Similarly, vx(x, t) = v(x, t, uqX , vqX) satisfies

(4.5) vx(x, t) < Z2(x, t) ,     (x, t) £ Qx [0, oo) ,

where Z2 = Z2CX, t) is the unique solution of

^ - d2AZ2 + q2(x) Z2 = ßm2Z2-D(x)Z2 ,     (x, t) £ Q x (0, 00) ,

Z2(-,0) = kxQß,    Z2|ön = 0,  í>0.

As Zi(x, t), Z2(x, t) is decreasing in t and lim^œ Z2(x, t) = 0ß in C'(Q).
The estimates (4.4) and (4.5) show the dissipative character of the flow gener-

ated by (4.1) in C(£!) x C(fi), [16]. Some well-known a priori estimates show

the dissipative character of the flow in CV(U) x C(Q), [13].
The last step of the proof consists in showing the existence of suitable pairs

of lower and upper solutions (u(x), v(x)), (u(x), v_(x)) (see [26]) and a time

h > tx such that

(4.6)
0 < U(x) < U(X , Í2 , Uo , Vq) < u(x) ,       0 < V(x) < v(x , Í2 , Uq , Vq) < v(x)

in Q. Then, the general theory of lower and upper solutions extended to the

present case shows that the solution of (4.1)

(U2(X , t) , V2(X , t)) = (U(X ,t,UQ2, V02) ,v(x,t,UQ2, Vq2))

with initial data (uq2, vq2) = (u(-, t2, uq, Vq), v(-, t2, Uq, vo)) satisfies

(4.7) lim(u2(-, t), v2(-, t)) = (u,v) ,
t—KX)

uniformly in ÎÎ, because (u, v) is the unique coexistence state of (2.2). Ob-

serve that the existence of such couples of lower and upper solutions for the

elliptic model implies the existence of some coexistence state in between them.

This follows arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. In fact, condition (3.2)

allowed us to construct such couples. Moreover, as we are assuming that (u, v)

is the unique coexistence state of (2.2), u < u < ïï and y_< v <v. Finally,

since (u2(-, t), v2(-, t)) = (u(-, t + t2, u0, v0), v(-, / + t2, u0, v0)), it follows

from (4.7) that lim,_>oo(M(.x, t,Uo,v0), v(x, t,u0, v0)) — (u(x), v(x)) uni-

formly in Q, which completes the proof. To construct u, ü, y_ and v , pick

(X, ß) satisfying (3.2), take a pair (Xx, ßX) such that X < Xx < g~l(ß), ß <

ßX < h~\X), where h(ß) = ax[dx, qx + BQß, £2], g(X) = ax[d2, q2 + C0x, m2]
and define

ïï = 0x,[di,qx,£2, A] ,    v = 0ßi[d2,q2,m2,D].

Then

-dxAü+qx(x)ll = Xx£2ü-A(x)ü2 > X£2~ü- A(x)u2 >X£2ti-A(x)ïi2-B(x)ïiy_,
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where u is a positive function to be chosen later. Similarly,

-d2Av + q2(x)v = ßX m.2V - D(x)v2 > ß w2w - D(x)v2 - C(x)uv ,

where u is positive function to be chosen later. As ßX < h~l(X), X >

<J\[dx, qx + Bv , £2] and hence

eA(x)tpx[dx, qx +Bv, £2] < X - ax[dx, qi + Bv , £2],

for e > 0 small. Let e > 0 be one of such values and define u = e <px[dx, qx +

Bv , £2]. Then

-dxAu+qxu-X£2U+Au2+Buv = - (X - ax[dx, qx + Cv , £2])e<px+e2 Aq>2 < 0.

and so « is a lower solution, for any e > 0 small enough. Similarly, it follows

from Xx < g~l(ß) that v_ = etpx[d2, q2 + Cü, m2] is a lower solution provided

eD(x)<px[d2, q2 + Cü, m2]< ß- ax[d2, q2 + Cu, m2] ,

which is accomplished for e > 0 small enough. We now show that there exists

t2 > 0 such that (4.6) holds. As X < Xx, it follows from the definition of ïï

that Qx < ïï. Moreover, u(-,í,uq, vq) < Zx(-, t) and limj^ooZ^', t) = Ox,

in C'(fi). Thus, the upper estimates of (4.6) follow. Observe that the v-

estimate follows as the w-estimate. Furthermore, u(x, t2, uq,Vq) > 0 for

every x £ Q, and j±(x, Í2, uq , vq) < 0 for every x £ dû.. Therefore, we can

choose e smaller, if necessary, so that the lower estimates of (4.6) also hold.

This completes the proof.   D

Assuming (3.20), it follows from Theorem 4.1 that the unique coexistence

state of (3.19)o is a global attractor. We now show that the same occurs if ß

is small enough, estimating the range of such ß .

Theorem 4.2. Assume (3.2) and

Then (2.2) has a unique coexistence state, which is a global attractor of solutions

of (2.1) with nontrivial positive initial data.

Proof. We first show that (4.8) implies that any coexistence state of (2.2) is non-

degenerate. A further continuation argument completes the proof. Let (uq , vq)

be a coexistence state of (2.2). Then the linearization of (2.2) at (uq, vq) is

given by

(4.9)   LX[Uq, Vq]U = -B(x)UqV ,       L2[Uq,Vq\v = -C(x)VqU ,       U,V£U,

where

i4 1Q, Lx[u0, v0] = -dxA + qx(x) + 2A(x)u0 + B(x)v0-X£2 ,
^'    ' L2[uq, Vq\ = -d2A + q2(x) + 2D(x)vq + C(x)u0-ßm2.

As («o, Vo) is a solution of equation (2.2), (Lx[uq, v0] - A(x))uq — 0 and
(L2[uq, vq] - D(x))vq = 0. Thus, zero is the principal eigenvalue of the el-

liptic operators Lx[uq, vq] - A(x) and L2[uo, Vo] - D(x) subject to homo-

geneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. Hence, the principal eigenvalues of

Lx[uq, vq] and L2[u0, v0] are positive, because A(x) > 0 and D(x) > 0, and
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so L\~x[uq, Vq] and L^luo, v0] are well defined, compact and strongly order

preserving, i.e., Lx[uo,Vo] and L2[wo,^o] satisfy the strong maximum princi-

ple. By eliminating u from the first equation of (4.9) and v from the second

one we find that u = K[uq,vq]u, where

(4.11) K[Uq, Vq] = L~1[Uq, V0] {B(x)UoL21[Uq, V0](C(x) V0-)J .

If spr K[uq , Vq] < 1 then u = 0 is the unique solution of u = K[uq , vq\ u

and hence (u, v) = (0, 0) is the unique solution of (4.9), which shows that any

coexistence state of (2.2) is nondegenerate. We now prove that (4.8) is sufficient

for spr K[uq , v0] < 1. As spr K[u0, v0] < (^fj)   ■ (§j§)   • spr T[u0, v0],

where

T[Uq, Vq] = L\~1[Uq, V0] (A(x)u0L~1[Uq, V0] (D(x) Vq •)) ,

we only have to show that

,4,2) -n«]<(|);(4.
The operator T[uq , vq] is compact and defines a strongly order preserving en-

domorphism of C(Í2). Moreover, (2.2) implies L^'fuo, vo](D(x) vfi) = vq ,

Lx ' [«o, vq](A(x) ul) = u0. Thus,

T[uo,vo]v0 = L-i[uo,Vo](A(x)u0Vo) < ( — )    ( — )   v0
\uq/s \VoJs

and hence spr T[u0, vo] <  (■&)    f^J   .   As any coexistence state of (2.2)

satisfies (3.1), (4.12) holds true and therefore any coexistence state of (2.2) is
nondegenerate.

We now back to (3.19)^ and consider ß as the main continuation parameter

to show that (2.2) has a unique coexistence state. From (3.2) and (4.8) we find

that

(4.13)
X> ax[dx, qx(x) + ß B(x)0ß, £2] ,    ß>ax[d2, q2(x) + C(x)0x, m2] ,

ßB(x)\     (C(x)UA(x) )s   \D(x)

for every ß £[Q,\], where 0kJ = 0x[dx, qx(x) + ßB(x)0ß , £2, A(x)]. To

get the last inequality we use that Q_k ß > 0.x for every ß < 1. Thus, for all

/? € [0, 1] any coexistence state of (3.19)^ is nondegenerate. When ß = 0

the system is uncoupled and so it has a unique coexistence state. Finally, an

easy continuation argument in ß shows that (3A9)ß has a unique coexistence

state if ß £ [0, 1], [24]. In particular, (2.2) has a unique coexistence state.

Moreover, due to Theorem 4.1 it is globally asymptotically stable.   D

Corollary 4.3. Assume (3.20). Then there exists ßo > 0 such that (3.19)^ has

a unique coexistence state if ß £ [0, ßo). Moreover, each of these coexistence

states is globally asymptotically stable.

In particular, if (3.20) is satisfied and H-öHoo is small enough then no species

can drive the other to extinction. By symmetry the same result holds when X >
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ax[dx, qx(x) + B(x)0ß,£2], ß > ax[d2, q2(x), m2] and HCH«, is small enough.
From (4.13) can be found some lower estimates for ßo . Such estimates involve

the several coefficients of (2.2) and some geometrical constants depending on

Q,[14]. When ß is large then the dynamics of (3.19)^ may change drastically.

In fact, if {x £ Q : b(x) = 0} has measure zero and ß > ße (see Theorem

3.12) then (0, Qß) is a global attractor, i.e., v drives u to extinction. Next

result makes precise this fact.

Theorem 4.4. (i) //

(4.14) X > ax[dx,qx +B0ß,£2] ,     ß < ax[d2, q2 + CQX, m2]

and (2.2) does not admit a coexistence state, then for every pair of initial data

(uq, Vq) £ (C(£l))2 such that uq > 0, v0 > 0 and uoUa = vo\aa = 0, the

solution o/(4.1) converges to (Qk,0), as t —» oo, uniformly in Q, i.e., (Ox, 0)
is a global attractor.

(Ü) //

(4.15) X < ax[dx,qx +B0ß,£2] ,    ß > ax[d2, q2 +C0x, m2] ,

and (2.2) does not admit a coexistence state, then (0, 0ß) is a global attractor.

The proof of this theorem can be accomplished arguing as in [11], pages

856-857. In case (i), v has upper solutions arbitrarily close to 0 as t —► oo

and the global attractive character of Qx for the logistic problem completes the

proof. By symmetry, part (ii) follows. In the last paragraph of [11], page 858,

it was claimed that the same technique provides us with Theorem 4.1. This is

not right, because the construction of lower solutions is also required to prove

Theorem 4.1. From Theorems 3.10 and 4.4 we obtain the following result,

which is a substantial improvement of the extinction theorems of [5] and [14].

In both references it was assumed that (X, ß) £ Ek U E® .

Corollary 4.5. (i) If (X, ß) £ \J^L0 E% then for every pair of initial data (uo, v o)

£ C(Q) x C(ñ), such that u0 > 0,   v0 > 0 and u0 = v0 = 0_on dQ,

the solution (u(x, t, uq, vq) , v(x, t, uq , vq)) 0/(4.1) converges to (Qk ,0),as

i-»oo, uniformly in fi, i.e., (Ox, 0) is a global attractor.

(ii) If(X,ß) elXLo-^ then (°>^) is a global attractor.

5. Fixed point index: multiplicity results

Consider the family of problems

-diAu + qi(x) u — X£2(x)u - A(x)u2 - yB(x)uv,
(5.1) u , v £ U ,

-d2Av + q2(x) v = ß m2(x)v - D(x)v¿ - yC(x)uv,

where y £ [0, 1 ]. Observe that there are a priori bounds uniformly in y for

the componentwise nonnegative solutions of (5.1). In particular, there exist two

bounded open sets in U, say Nx and N2, such that if (u, v) £ Pu x Pv is

a pair solving (5.1) for some y £ [0, 1] then (u, v) £ N = Nx x N2. Let

M > 0 be large enough so that (M + X)£2 -Au- yBv > 0 and (M + ß)m2 -
yCu - Dv > 0, for every (y,u,v)£[0, 1] x N, and ax [dx, qx + M£2, £{] > 0,
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0\[d2, q2+Mm2, m2] > 0. Consider the operator H : [0, l]x/V —> U2 defined

by
M(v   u  „Y-( Ki[(M + X)£2-Au-yBv]u \
nyy,u, u) - yK^M + ß)m2 _ yQu - Dv]v ) '

where Kx = [-dxA + qx + M£2]-1 and K2 = [-d2A + q2 + Mm2]~l. H (y, -, •)

is a compact positive differentiable operator whose fixed points are the com-

ponentwise nonnegative solutions of (5.1). As N contains all its fixed points,

the fixed point index of H(y, -, •) over N with respect to the cone Pu x Pv

makes sense. The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 5.1. Assume (3.9), i.e., X > ax i, ß> ax 2 • Then the following holds:

(i) iPuxPu(H(l,-,-), N) = I ;

(ii) (0, 0) is an isolated solution of H(\, -, •) such that

iPuxPu(H(l,-,-),(0,0)) = 0;

(iii) ipuxPi,(H(l ,-,-),(0,lß)) = 0ifX> ax[dx, qx + Bfß , £2] ;
(iv) i>k,xfi,(tf(l, -, •),(?, 0ß)) = 1 ifX < ax[dx , qi +BQß, £2];

(v) iPuxPv(H(l ,.,•), (0j,0)) = 0 if ß> ax[d2 ,q2 + C0_x, m2];

(vi) iPuxPu(H(l, -, •), (Ox , 0)) = 1  if ß< ax[d2 ,q2 + C0x,m2].

Proof. To prove part (i) we shall use Lemma 13.1 of [1]. From the homotopy

invariance property we find that iPuxPu(H(l,-,-), N) = iPuxPu(H(0, -, •), N)

= n2j=x iPv(HJ > Nj) > where Hx(u) = KX[(M + X)£2 - Au]u and H2(v) =

K2[(M + ß)m2 - D v]v . Thus, to show (i) it is enough to show that

(5.2) iPu(Hi,Nx) = iPv(H2,N2) = l.

To prove (5.2) take M larger, if necessary, so that A/ + CT11-I >0, M +

ax>2~ 1 > 0 and consider the homotopies

Gi(y,u) = Ki[(M + aiA-l)£2 + y((X-aUi + l)£2-Au)]u,

G2(y, v) = K2[(M + au2 - l)w2 + y((ß - ax¡2 + l)m2-Dv)]v.

It follows by homotopy invariance that

iPu(Hj, Nj) = iPu(Gj(\, •), Nj) = iPu(Gj(0, ■), Nj) = 1^,(^(0, 0,0),

for j = 1 , 2. Moreover, (7i(0, •) and (72(0, •) have spectral radius

„ ,n   .     M + ax 1 - 1      , _, ..    ,     M + cri 2 - 1      .
sprG1(0,-)=     M   '■'-<1,     sprC720,-)=     „ ,  '-<1,

M + aXyX M + ai 12

and hence (5.2) follows as an application of Lemma 13.1 of [1]. This completes

the proof of part (i).

We now prove (ii). By differentiating H(\, -, •) with respect to (u, v) at

(0,0), we find that

n        17/1    n   m/        ^      ( KX(M + X)£2U \
Diu.v)H(l,0,0)(u,v)=^M + ß^2vj.

As X > ax, 1 and ß > ax 12 , the operator I - Z>(u ,V)H( 1, 0, 0) is invertible on

Pv , i.e., one is not an eigenvalue to a positive eigenvector of D(UtV)H(\ ,0,0).

Moreover,

D{UtV)H(\, 0, 0)(<px[dx, qx, £2], 0) = J¡f + k    • (<px[dx, qx, £2], 0) ,
M + ax 11
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and hence D(U,V)H(l, 0, 0) has a positive eigenfunction to an eigenvalue

greater than one. Once again, Lemma 13.1 of [1] completes the proof.

To compute the indices of the semitrivial coexistence states we shall use the

abstract theory in [9] as was done in [22]. First we must collect some notations

and results from [9] as applied to our situation here. We are working with the

ordered Banach space (X, W), X = U2 , W = Pv , and we want to compute

the indices of the semitrivial coexistence states y = (0k, 0) and y = (0, 0ß).

Thus, the sets introduced in [9] by

Wy = {x £ X : y + yx £ W for some y > 0}

and Sy = {x £ Wy : -x £ Wy} become W.g Q) = U x Pv, W,Q g . =

Pu x U, and S,g 0) = U x {0}, S,Q g , = {0} x U. In both cases, the spaces

Sy have complements, say My, in X. Concretely, M.g Q, = {0} x U and

A/(0 g . = Ux{0} . Now consider continuous projections P,g QJu, v) = (0, v),

P(0 g "}(u, v) = (u,0). Then the following result holds, [9], [22].

Lemma 5.2. (i) If I - DXH( 1, y) is an invertible operator on X and the spectral

radius of PyDxH(\, y)\\fy is greater than one, then iw(H( 1, •), y) = 0.

(ii) IfI-DXH(\, y) is an invertible operator on X and spr (PyDxH(\, y)\My)

< 1, then iw(H(\, •), y) — (-l)x , where x is the sum of the multiplicities of
the eigenvalues of DXH(\ ,y) greater than one.

(iii) If I - DXH(\, y) is invertible on Wy instead of X and there is some

w £ Wy such that the equation (I-DXH(\, y))x = w has no solution x £ Wy,

then iw(H(\, -),y) = 0.

We now show (v). By symmetry, also follows (iii). Assume

_
p>ai[d2, q2 + C0k, m2].

By differentiating with respect to (u, v), we obtain

n       M(\   ft    Ci\(v  vs(Ki[((M + X)£2-2A0x)u-B0xv]\
D{u,v)H(l,0x,0)(u,v)-{        K2[{M + ,)m2_Cëx]v        )■

Because of the choice of M, the operator /)(„„)//( 1, Ox, 0) maps U x Pv =

W.g 0) into U x Pu . We claim that / - D(U¡V)H(l, Qx, 0) is an invertible

operator on U x Pv . To show this, consider (u, (p) £ U x Pv such that

(5.3) Kx[((M + X)£2-2AÖx)u-B0~x<p] = u ,     K2[(M + ß)m2 - COX]<P = <P ■

The second equation of (5.3) can be written as (-d2A + q2 + C Qx)f — ßm2<p .

As ß > ax[d2, q2 + COx, m2], we find that q> = 0 and so the first equation of

(5.3) becomes (-dx A + qx +2A 0x)u = X£2u . Since Qk does not degenerate, it

follows that u = 0 and the claim above follows. We now show that the operator

I - D(U,V)H(\, 0x,0) : U x Pv -> U x Pv does not have full rank. Then,
part (v) follows from Lemma 5.2(iii). To show this we argue by contradiction

assuming that given (q>, y/) £ U x Pv arbitrary the following system has a

solution (u, v) £ U x Pu .
■

u-Kx[((M + X)£2-2A~Q~x)u-B0xv] = <p ,    v -K2[(M + ß)m2 - CÔx]v = y/.
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In particular, for every p £ Pu the solution of v-K2[(M+ß)m2-C Qx]v = K2p

is positive. The last equation can be written as

(5.4) (-d2A + q2 + C0x-ßm2)v = p.

Hence the proof of this part will be concluded if we show that equality

(5.4) cannot be solved with v > 0 for each p > 0. If the inverse operator

(-d2A + <?2 + C Qx - p m2)~l exists, then it should be order preserving, which

contradicts the assumption p > ax[d2, q2 + CQk, m2]. Thus, there exists

u £ U - {0} such that (-d2A + q2 + C0k - ßm2)u = 0. Let p £ Pv be
such that Jnpu =¿ 0 and suppose that (5.4) has a solution v £ Pu . Then

pu =      u(-d2A + q2 + CQx-pm2)v = / v(-d2A + q2 + C0x~pm2)u = 0 ,
Ja        Ja Ja

which contradicts the choice of p. This shows parts (iii) and (v) of Theorem

5.1.
We now show part (vi).    Part (iv) follows by symmetry.   Assume p <

o\\d.2, <72 + C Ox, m2]. We claim that I - D^UiV)H(\, Ox, 0) is invertible on

U2. To show this claim, consider u, v £ U such that

Kx[((M + X)£2-2A0x)u-B0xV] = u ,     K2[(M + p)m2 - C0k]v =v.

Then (-dxA+qx)u = (X£2-2A0x)u-BÔxV and (-d2A+q2)v = (ßm2-C0x)v .

As ß < ax[d2, <72 + CQx, m2], v = 0 and so (-dxA + qx)u = (X£2 - 2A Qx)u .

Due to the fact that Qk does not degenerate we find that u = 0. This shows

the claim above. As M,g  Q) = {0} x U, if we show that the operator

PihiQ)D{UtV)H(l, 0a, 0)(0, v) = K2[(M + ß)m2 - CQk]v

has spectral radius less than one, then it follows from Lemma 5.2(ii) that

(5.5) iPuxPu(H(l,.,.),(Ox,0)) = (-iy,

where x is the sum of multiplicities of the eigenvalues of D(UyV)H(l, Qx, 0)

greater than one. The spectral radius of K2[(M + ß)m2 - C Ox] is the unique

real positive number, say r, such that ax[d2, q2 + \C0x, m2] = ^y^ - M,

which can be written as

rr\rl      n M KM + V        rft  \     ̂ 1-0<rñd2,q2 + — --(-^--Cö,),m2] = 0.

If necessary, choose M larger so that ^^ - C 0x > 0. Define

rt   \ rj M l.M + ß -ñ , ,
f(s) = ax[d2, q2 + — - -i—^- - cOx), m2].

The mapping 5 —► f(s) is strictly increasing. As p < ax [i/2, q2 + C 0x, m2],
f(l) > 0 and hence r < 1 and (5.5) follows. We claim that x = 0. To show

this, let e be an arbitrary eigenvalue of D(UV)H(\, Ox, 0) with corresponding

eigenfunction (u, v). Then

KX[((M + X)£2 - 2AQx)u - BQxv] = eu ,    K2[(M + p)m2 - CÖx]v = ev.

and we distinguish two cases. If v / 0, then s is an eigenvalue of

K2[(M + ß)m2 - CQx] and since the spectral radius of this operator is less than
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one, e is less than one also. If v = 0, then u ^ 0 and KX[(M+X)£2-2A Qx]u =

su. Thus, e < spr Ki [(M + X)£2 - 2A Ox] < 1, because ax [di, qi + 2A Qx, £2] >

G\\dx, qx + A Ox, £2] = X. Therefore, x — 0. This completes the proof.   D

From Theorem 5.1 we can obtain the existence result of Theorem 3.1(c) and

the following result which complements Theorem 3.1(c).

Theorem 5.3. Assume

(5.6) X<ax[dx,qx+BQß,£2],     ß < ax[d2, q2 + C0k, m2\.

Then (2.2) has a coexistence state. Moreover, the sum of the indices of the

coexistence states of (2.2) is -1.

Proof. Parts (i), (ii), (iv) and (vi) of Theorem 5.1 complete the proof.   D

Remark 5.4. Assume that all the coexistence states of (2.2) are nondegenerate.

Then, it follows from Theorem 11.4 of [1] that the index of each coexistence

state (uq,vq) of (2.2) is (-\)m, where m is the sum of the multiplicities

of all the eigenvalues of D(UV)H(\, uq , vq) which are outside of the unit disk.

Since we are assuming that all the coexistence states are nondegenerate, they are

isolated because they are fixed points of H(\, -, •) which is compact. Thus,

(2.2) has a finite number of coexistence states. If (5.6) is satisfied then the sum

of the indices of the coexistence states is -1 and hence (2.2) has an odd number

of coexistence states 2k + 1, for some k > 0 ; k + 1 of them are unstable and

the remaining k have index 1. Similarly, if we assume (3.2) then the sum of

the indices of the coexistence states of (2.2) is +1 and hence (2.2) also has an

odd number of coexistence states 2k + 1, for some k > 0. Now, k of them

are unstable and the remaining k +1 have index 1. Theorem 3.1(c) guarantees

that at least one of them is asymptotically stable.

Remark 5.5. Assume that {x £ Q : b(x) = 0} and {x £ Q : c(x) = 0} have

Lebesgue measure zero. Then, it follows from Remark 3.13 that (5.6) holds

provided ||.ß||oo and ||C||oo are large enough.

Remark 5.6. Under condition (5.6) one does not always expect uniqueness, even

for the simplest model (3.4). Consider (3.4) with a = d = 1, X = ß, b = c
and assume that Í2 is a ball. Then a second radially symmetric coexistence
state (and also nonradially symmetric ones) emanates from the coexistence state

(u, v) with u = v as we vary b (cf. bottom of page 849 in [11]).

Remark 5.7. An analysis of bifurcation directions from the semitrivial coexis-

tence states shows that (3.2) and (5.6) together are not necessary for coexistence,

[4], [11], [12]. Because of this, we have to assume in the statement of Theorem

4.4 that (2.2) does not admit a coexistence state. Observe that Theorem 4.4 is

optimal.

6. A Maximum principle

Consider the following second order uniformly elliptic operators:

N N

Lk(D) = - £ ^jix)Dií>j + Y,<*ï(x)Di + <*o(x) .        k=l,2,
i,j=\ (=1
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where a*-, ak¡ , aß £ V for all i, j € {1, • • • , N} and k £ {1, 2} . Let pi,

/>2 € F be such that />/(x) > 0 for every x £ Q, and i — 1, 2. In this section

we study the linear elliptic system

where /, g £ V. The Banach space U2 will be considered as ordered by

the cone Cu = Pu x (-Pu) ■ The interior of this cone, denoted by Cu, is

Cu = Pu x (—Pu) ■ Given («,, v¡) £ U2, i = 1 , 2, we shall write («i, vx) >

(u2, v2) if (ux-u2, vx-v2) £ Cu, («I, w,) > (m2, v2) if (ux-u2,vx-v2) £

Cu - {(0, 0)} , and (ux, vx) » (u2, v2) if (ux - u2, vx - v2) e Cu ■ Similarly,

the Banach space V is considered as ordered by the cone Cv = Pv x (--fV)
and >, >, » have the same meaning.

Definition 6.1. It is said that (6.1) satisfies the maximum principle if given

(f, g) £ Cv - {(0, 0)} any solution (u, v) of (6.1) lies in Cu ■ If this is the
case we shall say simply that (6.1) satisfies MP.

Definition 6.2. It is said that (6.1) satisfies the strong maximum principle if

given (/, g) £ Cv - {(0, 0)} any solution (u, v) of (6.1) lies in Cv ■ If this

is the case we shall say simply that (6.1) satisfies SMP.

The following result characterizes whether (6.1) satisfies SMP or not.

Theorem 6.3. The following conditions are equivalent:

Cl: There exists (y/x, y/2) £ Cu suchthat Lx(D)y/x > -px(x)y/2 and L2(D)y/2

< ~P2(x)y/x.

C2: The operators LX(D), L2(D) are coercive and

spr[Ll-i(pxL-l(p2-))]<l.

C3: (6.1) satisfies SMP.
C4: (6.1) satisfies MP.
C5: The operator

LX(D)    px(x)\.u2^v2
p2(x)    L2{D)i

has some positive principal eigenvalue, say Ax (J£). By principal eigenvalue we

mean an eigenvalue to a positive eigenfunction (q>x, $2) £ Cu ■

Moreover, if some of the previous conditions is satisfied then the principal

eigenvalue Ax (J?) is simple and there is no other eigenvalue of JK with a positive

eigenfunction. Furthermore, ^#_1 : V2 —> V2 is a compact strongly positive

endomorphism of V and for every (qx, q2) £ Cu - {(0, 0)} the equation

ui\ -„#-' ( Ul \ = ( qx \

u2) \u2)      \q2j

has exactly one positive solution (ux, U2) £ Cu if X > A /^ , and no positive

solution for X < A-f^y ■ The equation

1      (ux\      s,-i(ux

AX(J?) \u2J \u2

has no positive solution.

CO
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Proof. To prove this result we use the following result, which is Theorem 3.2
of[l].

Theorem 6.4. Let (B, P) be an ordered Banach space such that P is nonempty.

Let T be a strongly positive compact endomorphism of B. Then the following
is true.

(i) The spectral radius spr T is positive;

(ii) spr T is a simple eigenvalue of T having a positive eigenvector and there

is no other eigenvalue with a positive eigenvector,

(iii) spr T is a simple eigenvalue of T* having a positive eigenvector;

(iv) For every y £ P - {0}, the equation Xx - Tx = y has exactly one

positive solution if X > spr T, and no positive solution for X < spr T. The

equation spr T x - Tx = —y has no positive solution.

We shall divide the proof in several steps.

Cl implies C2: Let y/x £ Pu, W2£ —Pu he such that Lx(D)y/x > -px(x)y/2
and L2(D)y/2 < -p2(x)y/x .As y/2 < 0, -pxy/2 > 0 and so Li^ >0. Thus, it
follows from the maximum principle for the case of one equation that Li (D)

is coercive. Similarly, it follows from L2(-y/2) > p2y/i > 0 and -y/2 » 0

that L2(D) is coercive. Define / = L\t//\ +pxy/2 and g = L2y/2 + p2y/x . The

assumptions imply / > 0 and g < 0. On the other hand, ^i = -L]~l(pi y/2) +

Lxlf, W2--L2l(p2Wi) + L2~1g and hence

y/x -L"1 (/>iL2-WO) = L-lf-L-\pxL2{g) > 0.

< 1.

Then

Finally, it follows from Theorem 6.4 that spr \Ll ' (pxL2 l(P2'))

0,2 implies C3: Pick (/, g) £ Cv - {(0, 0)} and consider (6.1

u - ¿r' (piL~l(p2u)) = L-lf-L-\piL2Xg) > 0 ,

and since spr   LJ"1 (pxL2~l(p2-))   < 1 Theorem 6.4 implies u > 0. Moreover,

v = -L2"1(P2m) + L2~1^ < 0 and u — -Lx~x(piv) + L\~x f ^ 0, which completes
the proof. Obviously, C3 implies C4.

C3 implies C5: If (6.1) satisfies SMP then the operator j?~l : V2 -> V2 is
compact and strongly order preserving. Thus, C3 implies C5 as well. The last

claims of Theorem 6.3 follow easily from Theorem 6.4 applied to ^#_1 . As

for the case of one single equation Ai (JH) =    ^-¡ ■

C5 implies Cl: Let Ai > 0, (y/x, y/2) £ Cu be such that J£(yix, y/2) —

Xx(y/X, y2). Then Lxy/X = -pxy/2 + Xxy/x > -pxyi2 and L2^2 = -p2yi\+Xxyi2 <

-pxy/2, which completes the proof.

C4 implies Cl: Assume that (6.1) satisfies MP. Then Ji(ui, u2) = 0 only
has the solution (ux, M2) = (0,0), because if this were not the case we would

contradict MP. As Jt : U2 —► V2 is Fredholm with index zero, it follows from

Banach's open mapping theorem that JÍ is an isomorphism. Pick (qi, #2) £

Cu and consider (y/x, y/2) = Ji~l(qx, q2). As (6.1) satisfies MP, (y/x, y/2) £
Cu - {(0, 0)} . Let X > 0 be large enough so that LX(D) + X and L2(D) + X
satisfy the strong maximum principle. Then (Lx (D) + X)y/X = -px y/2 + qx +Xy/X ,
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(L2(D)+X)y/2 = -p2y/i+q2+Xy/2 and hence y/\ = (Lx+X)~1 (-pxy/2+qx+Xy/x) »

0 and y/2 = (L2 + X)~1(-p2y/x +q2 + Xy/2) < 0, which completes the proof.   D

Theorem 6.5. The boundary value problem

(LX(D)        0     \(<P\_(     0 -px(x)\(cp\ (q>\

(6.2)       ^    0       L2(D) ) \¥ ) - \-p2(x)        0     ){w) \w)'

<p, y/ £ U ,

has a unique eigenvalue, denoted by Ax, to a positive eigenfunction (<p, y/) £

Cu - {(0, 0)}. Moreover, Ax £ K and it is simple. Furthermore, (<p, y/) £ Cu,

i.e., (p » 0 and y/ ■€. 0, and whenever Ax > 0 any other eigenvalue of (6.2)

satisfies |A| > Ax. In particular, A = 0 is not an eigenvalue.

Proof. Let (ax(Lx), <p), (ax(L2),-y/) be the principal eigenpairs of Li and

¿2, respectively. Let X be large enough so that (ax(Lx) + X)(p > -pxy/ and

(ax(L2) + X)y/ < -p2y>. Then (<p, y/) £ Cv, (Lx + X)y> > -pxyi and
(L2 + X)yi < -p2<p . Thus, it follows from Theorem 6.3 that (J( + XI)~X :

V2 -* V2 is compact and strongly order preserving. The remaining claims

follow from Theorem 6.4.   D

Remark 6.6. Because of the lack of symmetry, the eigenvalue problem (6.2)

may exhibit complex eigenvalues.

7. Characterizing the stability

In this section we use the maximum principle of Section 6 to characterize

the asymptotic stability of a coexistence state (uq , vq) of (2.2) by means of the

operator 5? = K[uq, vq] defined in (4.11). It is well known that the stability

of («o> ̂ 0) is given by spr£)(„ ^%?(uq, vq) , where %? = H(\, •, •) is the

operator introduced in Section 5. Namely, («0, Vq) is asymptotically stable if

sprZ)(U!„)^(wo, v0) < 1 and unstable if sprD(M v)%"(uo, v0) > 1. The main

result of this section is the following.

Theorem 7.1. Let («o, ^o) be a coexistence state of (2.2) and consider 3? =

K[uo, vq], where K[uq, Vq] is given by (4.11). Then, spTD^UtV^(uo, v0) < 1

if, and only if, sçrJ? < 1 and scrD(U>v)ß?(uQ, vq) > 1 if and only if, spr\3T >
1. In particular,

SPTD{u¡v)i^(Uq, Vo) « 1

if, and only if, spr^ = 1.

Proof. We first show that spr^ < 1 implies sprö(M <v^(uq, v0) < 1. Assume

spr^ < 1 and let g = sprZ)(Ut,)^(«o, v0) be. An easy calculation shows that

E>(u,v)^(UQ , v0)(u ,v) = q(u,v)

if, and only if,

5?xu = nx(x)(l - Q~l)u - q~xB(x)uqv ,

£?2v = n2(x)(\ - g~l)v - g~lC(x)v0u ,

where 3[ = Lx[uq, vq], ¿¿2 = L2[uo, v0] are the operators defined in (4.10)

and nx(x), n2(x) are given by

«1 = 2Auq + Bvq - (X + M)£2 ,    n2 - 2Dv0 + Cuq - (p + M)m2.
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If necessary, choose M larger so that «i < 0 and «2 < 0 (see the definition

of %f). As spr^ < 1, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 it follows

that (uq,vq) is nondegenerate and hence g ^ 1. We now show that g < 1.

To prove this, we argue by contradiction assuming that g > 1. As ¿?¡, Jz^

are coercive, Jf = 3x~{(Buq32~1(Cvq-)) and spr^ < 1 it follows from

Theorem 6.3 that there exist <p > 0, y/ < 0 and A] > 0 (unique) such that

(7.2) ¿z?xç> = -Buoy/ + Axy> ,    J¿?2y/=-Cvoy> + Axy/.

On the other hand, it follows from g > 1 , nx < 0 and n2 < 0 that

-Buoy/ > - g~^Buoy/ > (1 - £>-1)«iç? - g~lBuoy/ ,

-Cvo<p < - g    CvQtp < (Í - g    )n2y/- g    Cvq<p .

From these inequalities and (7.2) we find that

[5fx-Ax-(l-g-l)nx]<p > -g-lBu0y/ ,     [S?2-Ax-(\-g-x)n2]y/ < -g-{Cv0(p

and hence Theorem 6.3 implies that there exist Ax > 0 (unique) and (j> > 0,

y/ < 0 (unique up to multiplicative constants) such that

[.2, - A, - (1 - g-x)nx]f = - g-lBu0y> + Ax<p ,

[-22 -Ai -(1 - g~l)n2]y7 = - g-lCv0<p + Axy7 ,

which can be equivalently written as

-210 =(1 - g-{)nx<¡> - g~lBuq\j/+ (Ax + Ax)y> ,

J?2y7=(l-g-l)n2y7-g-lCvo<p + (Âx+Ax)y7.

Moreover, Theorem 6.5 shows that any other eigenvalue x of

3\u = (l-g~l)nxu-g~lBu0v+ TU, •'.

5f2v = (l-g-l)n2v-g-1CvQu + TV,        M - " *= ̂  >

satisfies |t| > Ai + Ai > 0 and it follows from the definition of g that t = 0

is an eigenvalue of the previous boundary value problem. This contradiction

shows that g < 1. The previous analysis also shows that g = 1 if, and only if,

spr JT = 1.
We now show that spr^ > 1 implies sprZ)(M)„)^"(«o, vq) > 1. Assume

sprJf > 1. It follows from Theorem 6.3 that there exist Ai € R (unique) and

<p > 0, y/ < 0 (unique up to multiplicative constants) satisfying (7.2). If we

show that Ai < 0 the proof is completed. Indeed, if A¡ < 0 then we can argue

as in the proof of Theorem 10.1 of [1] to show that (uq , Vo) is unstable and so

sprZ)(„ ,„)<^(mo, Vo) > 1. As spr^ > 1, necessarily spTD^uv^(uo, Vq) > 1.

To prove that Ax < 0 we argue by contradiction assuming that Ai > 0. Then

S?X(f> > -Buq\¡/ >— Buoy/ ,    S?2yi < -Cv0<p <— Cv0<p
s/%px3? Vspr 3?

and hence Theorem 6.3 shows the existence of Ax > 0, <p » 0 and y/ < 0

such that

1 1 -
S?Xf = —-    BuQ\j/ + AX(p ,    S?2y = —-    C«oP + Aiy>.

Vspr^ Vspr^
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An easy calculation shows that sprJf y> > 3? (p, which contradicts Theorem

6.4. Therefore, Ai < 0. The proof is completed.   D

8. Global continuation in ß

In this section we assume that b(x) > 0 and c(x) > 0 for every x £ Q

and consider (3.19)^ regarding to ß > 0 as a continuation parameter. We

shall analyze the global qualitative behaviour of the branch of coexistence states

(u(ß), v(ß)) constructed by continuation in ß from the unique coexistence

state of (3.19)0.

Theorem 8.1. Assume

(8.1) X>aXA,    ß> ax[d2, q2 + C0x,m2].

Let ßs > 0 be such that X = ax[dx ,qx + ßsBQß, £2], whose existence and

uniqueness is guaranteed by Remark 3.13 and denote by (u(ß), v(ß)), ß > 0,

the branch of nondegenerate coexistence states emanating from the unique coex-

istence state of (3.19)o. Then some of the following options occur. Either (i) the

branch has no bifurcation points and can be globally continued up to degeneracy

at the semitrivial solution (0, 0ß) at the value ß — ßs, or (ii) the branch can be

continued up to some value of ß, say ßt, at which it turns backward, still being

a regular branch (without bifurcation points).

In case (i) (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymptotically stable for ß £ [0, ßs), except at

most for a finite number of ß. In case (ii) the branch (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymp-

totically stable up to ß = ßt, except at most for a finite number of ß . Then it

becomes unstable for some range (ßt - e, ßt), e > 0, and hence (3.19)^ has at

least two coexistence states, one of them stable and the other unstable. Moreover,

when ßt < ßs there is e > 0 such that (3.19)^ has at least three coexistence

states for ß £ (ßt - e, ßt).

In particular, no secondary bifurcation (nor Hopf bifurcation) occurs before a

turning point arises.

Proof. Given ß > 0 and a coexistence state (uq, vq) of (3.19)^ we define

(8.2) ^,u„,„o) = Lx[ß,UQ,Vo]-x[ßBuoL2lß,Uo,Vo]-l(Cvo-)] ,

where Lx[ß, uq, Vq] and L2[ß, uq, vo] are the operators introduced in (4.10)

with B(x) replaced by ß B(x). The operator 3f^tUo,vQ) is compact and strong-

ly order preserving. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we find that (u(ß),

v(ß)) is a regular curve as long as

(8-3) $P*-%iß,u(ß),v(ß)) < 1-

For ß small enough (8.3) holds true. Moreover, it follows from Theorem

3.12 that (3.19)^ does not admit a coexistence state if ß is large enough.

Thus, there is ßc, > 0 such that spr^^ „^ „(^ < 1 if ß £ (0, ßCi) and

spr^ß. U(ßc ),V(ßc )) = 1 . On the other hand, differentiating (3.19)^ with re-

spect to ß we find that

(8.4)
¿?x(ß)u'(ß) = -ßBu(ß)v'(ß) - Bu(ß)v(ß) ,    J?2(ß)v'(ß) = -Cv(ß)u'(ß) ,

where ' stands for differentiation with respect to ß ,

&i(ß) = Ll[ß,u{ß),v{ß)]   and   J?2(ß) = L2[ß, u(ß), v(ß)].
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If u(ß) > 0, v(ß) » 0 and spr3f{ßMß)Mß)) < 1 then J?x(ß), £f2(ß) are co-
ercive and it follows from Theorem 6.3 that there exists a unique (u'(ß), v'(ß))

solving (8.4). Moreover, u'(ß) < 0 and v'(ß) » 0. Thus, either ßCi = ßs and

(u(ßCl), v(ßCl)) = (0, Qß), or (u(ßC]), v(ßCi)) is a coexistence state. In any
case, it follows from Theorem 7.1 that (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymptotically stable

for ß £ [0, ßCl). If the first alternative occurs then we are in case (i). If

(u(ßCl), v(ßCi)) is a coexistence state, we claim that (ßCl, u(ßC]), v(ßCl)) is a
regular point of the curve (ß, u(ß), v(ß)). To show this claim we argue as fol-

lows. The coexistence states of (2.2) are zeros of the operator yT : R x U2 —> V2
defined by

(8.5) ^(ß,u,v)=(^ + ̂ u + iul+JrBuv-Xi2U).
v     ' y^ '     \ (-d2A + q2)v + Dvl + Cuv - ßm2v J

In particular, ¿V(ß, u(ß), v(ß)) = 0 if ß £ [0, ßCl] ■ A simple differentiation
shows that

D        Artñ   u(fí\   víRW-Í^W    ßBu{ß)\
D{u,v)js(ß,u(ß),v(ß)) - {Cv{ß)    s?2{ß) ) ■

If ß £ [0, ßCl) then inequality (8.3) holds and Theorem 6.3 implies that

T>(u,v)^(ß, u(ß), v(ß)) is an isomorphism. As spr3f{ßc] ,U(ßCl),V{ßCl)) = 1»

u(ßcx) » 0 and v(ßCi) » 0, Theorem 6.3 implies that zero is a simple eigen-

value of D(U^V)J/'(ßCx, u(ßCl), v(ßCl)). In fact, ßc, is a value at which the

maximum principle for the system (and so the stability of (u(ß), v(ß)) ) may

be lost. To show the previous claim we only have to prove that

DßJf(ßC],u(ßCl),v(ßCl))

= (5m(&>(&.)) ¿R[Diu,v)yr(ßc, , u(ßCl), v(ßCx))] ,

where R[-] stands for the range. To show this we argue by contradiction assum-

ing that there is (u, v) £ U2 such that D^!V)Jr(ßcl, u(ßCl), v(ßCl))(u, v) =

(Bu(ßCl)v(ßCl), 0). Then, by eliminating v from this system, we find that

(8.6) u = 3r{ßctMßCi)Mßct))u + ^l-l(ßcl)(Bu(ßCl)v(ßcl))-

Let cp* » 0 be the unique positive function such that 3t,*^ u,^ > v,^ ,,(p* = <p*.

Multiplying (8.6) by y>* and integrating on Q, it follows that

[ <p*^X-l(ßcl)(Öu(ßcMßc1))=0>
Ja

which    is    impossible,    because    the    integrand    is    positive. Thus,

(/?C], u(ßCi), v(ßCl)) is a regular point of the curve (ß, u(ß), v(ß)), either

a turning point, or an hysteresis point. Let (ß(p), u(p), v(p)) be an an-

alytic local parametrization of the curve of coexistence states at the simple

fold point (ßCl, u(ßCl), v(ßCx)) by a certain real parameter p £ (-e, e) such

that (ß(0),u(0),v(0)) = (ßCl,u(ßCl),v(ßCl)) and (ß(p), û(p), v(p)), p £

(-e, 0), describes (ß, u(ß), v(ß)) for ß < ßCi , ß ~ ßCl . As the mapping
ß -> (u(ß), v(ß)) is analytic, the local parametrization p —> (ß(p), û(p), î>(p))
may be chosen analytic also. By construction, spr^yj^)^^)^^)) < 1 if p <

0 and spr^(o),û(o),e(o)) = 1-   Moreover, either spr^^^)^)) < 1  or
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.X[(M + X)£2 - Au - ßBv]u^

'C2[(M + p)m2 -Cu- Dv]v

spT<%lß(j,)yu{p),v(p)) > 1 for p > 0 small enough, because the perturbation the-

ory of [19] shows that p -> sc*-%(ß(p),u(p),iHj>)) is analytic, excluding the case

spr<%{ß[p„),ü(p„),Q[p„)) - 1 f°r some sequence pn > 0, p„ —> 0, as n —► oo. If

spr^^^jü^)^^)) < 1, p > 0, then the branch can be continued to the right of

ßCl up to the next value of ß , say ßC2 > ßCl at which spr,%C2 ,U(ßC2)Mßc2)) = l ■

In this case, (ßCt , u(ßCl ), v(ßCl )) is a hysteresis point and it follows from The-

orem 7.1 that (u(ß), v(ß)) is asymptotically stable for all ß £ (ßCx, ßC2). If
sp*-^ißip) ,ü<j>) ,Q{p)) > 1 > P > 0, then the branch turns backward and alterna-

tive (ii) occurs, i.e., (ßCl, u(ßC[), v(ßCi)) is a subcritical turning point and the

branch becomes unstable after passing through it. The previous discussion may

be repeated by arguing with ßCl as we did with ßCx . In any case, the branch

of coexistence states is a compact arc of analytic curve and so the set of points

ßCn at which ^pr3f(ßCri^U(ßCn),v(ßCn)) = 1 is at most finite. After a finite number

of steps either the branch degenerates at the semitrivial branch (0, 0ß) or it

has a turning point, because u'(ß) <c 0 and v'(ß) > 0 as long as the branch

is parametrized by ß . The multiplicity result in case (ii) follows from Remark

5.4.    D

Remark 8.2. Let %* : R x TV -> U2 be the operator defined by

ßf(ß,u,v)=^

where Kx = [-dxA+qx+M£2]~l, K2 = [-d2A+q2+Mm2]~l, M is a constant

(large enough so that all the requirements in Section 5 hold) and N is a bounded

set of U2 which contains any coexistence state of (3.19)^ for ß e [0, ße),

where ße is an extinction value (cf. Theorem 3.12). When alternative (ii) of

Theorem 8.1 occurs the branch of coexistence states may be continued beyond

the turning point as long as

(8.7)
sprD(u,v)2?(ß(p), Û(p), v(p)) > 1 ,     10 a\D{u^(ß(p), û(p), v(p))].

Moreover, (ß(p), û(p), v(p)) is unstable for such range of p . Let po be the

first value of p at which (8.7) fails. Two different situations may occur. Either

(8.8)
sprD{u,v)ß?(ß(po), û(po), v(po)) > 1 ,     1 € a[D{u>v)ßT(ß(po), û(p0), v(p0))] ,

or sprD(UyV)ß?(ß(po), û(po), v(p0)) =1. If (8.8) is satisfied then (generi-

cally) some new continuum of coexistence states bifurcates from the branch

(ß(p),ü(p),v(p)) at p =pq. If sprD{u,v)ß?(ß(po), û(p0), v(p0)) = 1 then

either (û(po), î)(po)) = (0, Qß) or (û(po), v(po)) is a coexistence state. If the
last alternative occurs, we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 8.1 to show

that (ß(Po), u(po), v(po)) is a regular point of the curve (ß(p), u(p), v(p)).

Then, either the branch can be continued to the right of po, giving rise to a

new arc of unstable coexistence states, or it has a supercritical turning point at
(ß(po), û(po), v(pq)) (with respect to ß ). If the last occurs, we obtain a new

arc filled in by asymptotically stable coexistence states. This process may be

repeated until condition (8.8). The analyticity of the spectral radius shows that

in any case the number of turning points is finite.

The techniques above also show that under condition (8.1) any asymptotically

stable coexistence state of (3.19)^ lies in a global curve of coexistence states.
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Theorem 8.3. Assume (8.1). Let (uq,vo) be a coexistence state of (3.19) ß such

that

(8.9) sprD{UiV)ß?(ß,Uo,Vo)<l.

Then, there exists a maximal compact arc of analytic curve (ß(s), u(s), v(s)),
s £ [sa, sw], sa < 0, sw > 0, such that (ß(0), u(0), v(0)) = (ß, uq , vq) and

the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) If ß(sa) - 0, then (u(sa), v(sa)) is the unique coexistence state of (3.19)0 .

(ii)//yS(5Q)>0, then

%prD(UtV)^(ß(sa), u(sa), v(sa)) > 1 ,     le a[D[UyV)ß?(ß(sa), u(sa), v(sa))].

(iii) Either ß(sw) = ßs and (u(sm), v(s0})) = (0, Öß), or

spTD{UyV)ßf(ß(sC0), u(sw), v(s(a)) > 1 ,     le a\D{UyV)ßff(ß(sw), m(jö) , v{Sa,))] .

In particular, (uq, v0) is isolated. If in addition (ß ,uq, Vq) is not a turning

point then either ß(sa) = 0 or the curve has a supercritical turning point (looking

at the (ß, u)-diagram) at some value ß(st) < ß. Similarly, either ß(sco) — ßs

or the curve has a subcritical turning point at some value ß(st) > ß .

Proof. From (8.9) and Theorem 7.1 we find that sprJ?^^^) < 1. Thus,
arguing as in the proof of Theorem 8.1 it follows that (ß, uq , Vq) is a regular

zero of jy. In particular, (uq,vq) is isolated and the local existence of the

curve of coexistence states (ß(s), u(s), v(s)) follows. The global behaviour

follows arguing as in the proof of Theorem 8.1 and Remark 8.2.   □

9. CHARACTERIZING THE UNIQUENESS

It follows from Theorems 3.1 and 5.3 that

(9.1) (X - ax[dx ,qx+ßBQß, £2]) • (p - ax[d2,q2 + CQX , m2]) > 0

is sufficient for the existence of a coexistence state of (3.19)^ . But an analysis

of bifurcation directions from the semitrivial coexistence states shows that (9.1)

is not necessary for the existence of a coexistence state, [4], [11], [12]. Theorem

1 of [ 11 ] provides us with a deep understanding of the structure of the set of

coexistence states of (3.19)^ when (9.1) fails. The following result, which is a

generalization of Theorem 1 in [11], will be used to characterize the supremum

of the set of ß such that (3.19)^ has a unique coexistence state for all ß e

[0, ß). In this section we shall keep the notations introduced in Section 8.

Theorem 9.1. Assume X > aXyX, ß > aXy2- Consider (3.19)^ with C(x)

replaced by y C(x), where y > 0 is a real parameter. Let ßs, ys be the

unique values of ß and y such that X = ax[dx, q{ + ßsB0ß, ¿2] and p =

o\[d2, qi + 7s CQx, W2]• Let J" denote the set of (ß, y) such that ß > ßs,
0 < y < y s and (3.19)^ has a coexistence state. Assume that J? is nonempty.

Then there exist ßx > ßs, yo £ (0, ys), and a continuous strictly increasing

function f : [ßs, ßx] -► [y0, ys] such that f(ßs) = y0, f(ß\) = ys and

Jr = {(ß,y)e(ßs,ßx]x[yo,ys) : f(ß)<y}.

Moreover, if (ß, y) e j (the interior of Jr) then (3.19)^ has at least two

coexistence states. At least one of them is asymptotically stable with index 1.
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Furthermore,  (3.19)^ has an asymptotically stable coexistence state if ß — ßs

and y £ (yo, ys), and a coexistence state if y = ys and ß e (ßs, ßx).

Proof. As ß > ßs and y < ys,

X<ax[dx, qx+ ßB0ß, £2]   and   ß > ax[d2, q2 + yCOx, m2].

Thus, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that the sum of the indices of the coexistence

states of (3.19)/} is zero. The rest of the proof may be accomplished arguing
as in [11], from the bottom of page 835.   D

Remark 9.2. Assume that S is nonempty and consider (ß, y) e J^ such that

all the coexistence states of (3.19)^ are nondegenerate. As the sum of the

indices of the coexistence states of (3.19)^ is zero, it follows from Theorem

11.4 of [1] that (3.19)^ has 2k coexistence states for some k > 1 ; k of them

with index -1 and the other k with index 1 . Those having index -1 are

unstable. Due to Theorem 9.1, some coexistence state is asymtoptically stable
(necessarily with index 1 ).

Remark 9.3. By symmetry, if ,/ stands for the set of (y, ß) such that y > ys,

0 < ß < ßs and (3.19)^ has a coexistence state and we assume that f is

nonempty then there exist y¡ > ys, ßo e (0, ßs), and a continuous strictly

increasing function g : [ys, yx] -* [ß0, ßs] such that g(ys) = ßo , g(yi) = ßs,

S = Uv,ß)e{ys,n]x[ßo,ß*) ■ g(y)<ß},

and all the assertions of Theorem 9.1 hold.

The following result is a consequence from Theorems 3.1 and 9.1.

Corollary 9.4. Assume (8.1). Let <fx denote the set of ß > 0 for which (3.19)^
has a coexistence state. Then, either Sx = [0, ßs) or JFX = [0, f~l(\)], where

f is the function whose existence was shown by Theorem 9.1 (observe that

/_1(1) > ßs) ■ In particular, Sx is an interval. Moreover, (3.19)^ has an

asymptotically stable coexistence state provided ß £ Sx, the interior of J7X.

Furthermore, if f~l(l) > ßs then (3.19)^ has two coexistence states for each

ß£(ßs,f~l(l)), at least.

From this result we can obtain the following substantial improvement of
Corollary 4.3.

Theorem 9.5. Assume (SA) and let ßga bethesupremumofthesetofß suchthat

(3.19)¿} has a unique coexistence state for all ß e [0, ß). Then, either ßga = ßs

or ßga < ßs and (3.19)^ has two coexistence states. In both cases (u(ß), v(ß))

is the unique coexistence state of (3.19)^ for all ß £ [0, ßga). Moreover,

(u(ß),v(ß)) is globally asymptotically stable and sprJf^yU^yV^^ < 1. Fur-

thermore, if ßga < ßs then either (i) there exists a coexistence state (ux, vx) ^

(u(ßga), v(ßga)) such that spr<%[ßga,Ul,Vl) > \, or (ii) spr^a;Ul>Wl) = 1 for

any coexistence state (ux, Vi) ^ (u(ßga), v(ßga)) and given e > 0 small enough

(3A9)ßga+E has at least three coexistence states; one of them, say (u\, vf), sat-

isfying spr^^+i^,^) > 1.

Proof. Corollary 4.3 implies ßga > 0. Moreover, it follows from Corollary

9.4 that ßga < ßs. We claim that (3.19)^ has two coexistence states when-

ever ßga < ßs ■ To show this claim we argue by contradiction assuming that
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ßga < ßs and that (3.19)^a has a unique coexistence state. As ßga < ßs,

(u(ßga), v(ßga)) is the unique coexistence state of (3.19)^ . Moreover, from

Theorem 8.1 and the definition of ßga it follows that the curve of coexistence

states (ß, u(ß), v(ß)) can be prolonged beyond ßga ■ Otherwise the point

(ßga, u(ßga), v(ßga)) would be a subcritical turning point contradicting the

definition of ßga. Let e > 0 be such that (ß, u(ß), v(ß)) is defined for

every ß e [0, ßga + e]. As this curve was obtained as an application of the

Implicit Function Theorem, there exists an open subset ¿M c R x U2 such

that (ß, u(ß), v(ß)) £ 3ê for all ß £ [0, ßga + e] and any other coexistence

state of (3.19)^ , ß £ [0, ßga + e], lies outside ¿¡8 . As we are assuming that

(u(ßga), v(ßga)) is the unique coexistence state of (3.19)^ , it follows from the

definition of ßga that there exist two sequences, one of numbers e„ > 0, n > 1,

lim^oo e„ = 0, and the other of coexistence states, (u„,vn), n> 1, such that

(u„ , v„) solves (3.19)ß,a+£(i for every n > 1 and (ßga+£n ,u„,vn)^3§. Since

uniform a priori bounds are available and £?(ßga + e«, un, v„) = (un,vn),

n > 1, there exists a subsequence of (u„,v„), again labelled by n, which

converges to some solution couple (Woo , v^) of (3.19)^ , as n —> 00. As we

are assuming that ßga < ßs, necessarily (Woo> ̂co) is a coexistence state of

(3.19)^ . Moreover, (ßga , «00 , «») £ 3§ . This is a contradiction showing

that (3.19)^ has at least two coexistence states. Observe that there is no am-

biguity, because it may happen (3.19)^ +e has a unique coexistence state for

e > 0 small. Those features show that (3.19)^ has two coexistence states (at

least).
Assume that ßga < ßs • If sprJí^gayU] >t)l) < 1 for some coexistence state

(ux, Vi) ^ (u(ßga), v(ßga)) then the Implicit Function Theorem shows that

(3.19)jgsa_e has at least two coexistence states for e > 0 small enough. Hence,

spr^^ ,„,,„,) > 1 for any coexistence state (ux,vx) ^ (u(ßga), v(ßga)).

Thus, either (i) is satisfied or spr^ B|itl) = 1 for any coexistence state

(ux ,vx)^ (u(ßga), v(ßga)). When the second alternative occurs, from the

definition of ßga we find that all the points (ßga, ux, vx) provide us with su-

percritical turning points and hence the last assertion of the theorem follows (see

the proof of Theorem 8.1). Notice that condition (8.1) eliminates the possibil-

ity of having a vertical segment of coexistence states joining the two semitrivial

states. This completes the proof.   D

This result provides us with the following characterization.

Corollary 9.6. Assume (8.1) and consider ß0 e (0, ßs] arbitrary. Then the fol-

lowing assertions are equivalent:

(i) The problem (3.19)^ has a unique coexistence state for every ß £[0, ßo).

(ii) For every ß £[0, ßo), any coexistence state (uo, vo) of (3.19)^ satisfies

(9.2) spr^,Mo,„o)<l.

Condition (4.13) is the simplest sufficient condition for (9.2). It may be

improved by replacing Ox, 0ß, 0X and 0 by sharper upper and lower solu-

tions. Modulo this sharpening, Corollary 9.6 tells us that (4.13) is the optimal

condition for uniqueness.
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